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Bank Loan Provision In Now Princess Pat Is Unhappy,
Rumors Intimate as King Acts
New Soldier Bonus Bill
Is Attacked hy Mellon
SAYS

PROPOSAL

"It Is Both Dangerous and
Unwise" to Avoid the Cost
for the Time Being; Ford-ne- y
Informed.
SHOULD BEPAID FOR
EACH YEAR, ASSERTS

HARDING LAUDS

DISPOSITION

K

HUGHES i LETTER
TO

SENATOR ON

Makes

No

(By The Adsoetati'd TresB.)

March 12.

Washington,
The new soldiers bonus bill,
as drawn by house republicans, was attacked tonight
by Secretary Mellon as involving a "dangerous abuse
of government credits."
Replying to a request for
the treasury's comment on
the new bonus bill, Mr.
Mellon in a letter to Chairman Fordney of the house
ways and means committee, made public tonight
by the treasury, sharply
criticised the features of the
proposed measure providing for loans by banns upon
adjusted service certificates
as indirect and "forced"
borrowing by the government. He suggested that
the "direct and regular
way" to provide for a paid-u- p
endowment insurance
feature would be to issue
certificates with provision
,(for direct policy loans to
be financed by the government. Mr. Mellon contended that "it is both danger- 'ous and unwise" to attempt
to avoid the cost of the
bonus for the time being.
Can't Avoid Diirdon.
"There is no way," he said, "by
which the American taxpayers can
avoid the burden, and If the bonus
is to be imposed it is far better for
all concerned that it be plated upon
a definite basis and paid for each
year out of current revenues. To
do this at this time will necessarily mean the imposition of additional taxes on the public
The secretary estimated tho cost
of tho bonus undo- - the bill considering each of the possible choices
offered to veterans, at more than
$1,200,000,000 by January 1, 1926.
Whatever form the bonus measure
might take, he asserted, would
mean a cost to the government of
from $300,000,000 to $400, 000, COO
for the next three or four years
and possible liabilities thereafter
of more than $200,000,000 a year
until 1943,
. Statistical Tables.
his letter, Mr.
Accompanying
Mellon transmitted statistical ta- bles prepared by the treasury experts showing tho varying cost of
a bonus according to what percentage of veterans might choose
the different plans of payment

attention to
the fact that tho bill makes no
provision for raising additional
revenue to meet the cost of the
bonus, and recalled to Mr. Fordney, President Harding's letter of
February 16 in which it was suggested that a general sales tax bo
enacted to provide the necessary
funds, or the bonus legislntlcn be
postponed.
Secretary Mellon's
letter, in part, follows:
"The bill makes no provision
whatever for sinking fund, amortization or other reserves against
either the liability that would be
thrown upon the government in
1925, or against the liability on the
certificates at the end of 20 years,
nor does it make any provision for
tho payments which would accrue
in ordinary course from year to
year on account of the death of
veterans.
Cost to Government,
"The direct cost to the government of a bill carrying these provisions for about
4,600,000
men is almost impossible
to estimate because of the uncer

one-ha-

$100,-000,0-

WEATHER

j

FOKECAST.
Denver, Colo., March 12. New
Mexico: Fair Monday and Tuesday; warmer In northeast and extreme south central portions Monday.
Arizona: Fair Monday, warmer
in east and south portion; Tuesday

fair.

report.

LOCAIj
Conditions for the twenty-fou- r
hours ended at t p. m, yesterday,
recorded by the university: CI
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'LIQUOR PACTS'
ARE FAVORED TO
END SMUGGLING
Treaties With England and
Cuba Advocated to Prevent Booze From Being
Brought Into the U. S.
(IJj The Acsnclnted

PreM.)

Washington, March 12. Negotiation of "liquor t.eatics" with
Great Britain and Cuba, as aids in
rum smuggling
putting an end to was
said tonight
into this country,
by high internal revenue officers
to have been advocated by Prohibition Commissioner Haynes. Treaties were desired, It ,as explained,
to handle the Canadian border situation and to better control export
of liquor from Cuba, Bermuda and
Bahama to this country.
officials also' have
Prohibition
under discussion a proposal for devessels to be
claring
pirates through negotiation with
foreign nations looking to the cancellation of the registry of such
ships. Many of the larger ships
carrying Illicit cargoes of nlcohol
anchor just outside the limits of
customs Jurisdiction and send their
Cargoes ashore In small boats. The
war upon these small craft Is being
waged successfully, officials as
serted, but the cargo vessels are
beyond the reach of 'ho law. If
they sailed without proper registryas
papers they would be branded
pirntes outside the law of every
'
nation In the world.
At the state department It was
paid that no proposals for negotiation of this sort are under consideration as yet. International discussion of American
provision
would In 'olve many difficult dip
lomatlc question, it was declared.
rum-runni-

BY SENATE

Every Senator

j

,

'
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Ramsay, formerly Princess Patricia of Connaught, on the left.
Commander and Lady Ramsay a I their child at the christening.
Lower right, Commar.de. Ramsay.
vored one Great Britain
London, Murch 12. (Special.)
passed
n
Has England's first
him the stamp of approval.
A- Now EngianU hates to believe
"love match" been split ( n the
of
rocks
marital difficulties?
that this "love match" is about to
That's the question Londoners meet the fate of so many present-da- y
V
f
aro asking themselves today.
romances of note.
And if Dan Cupid was unable to
Gossip, reinforced by the proof longed separation of the Itamsays.
pilot the matrimonial barque
tho former Princess Patricia of has it that differences have arisen
Connaught and Commander Kam-sa- y between the pair, whose marriage
of the royal navy through the was hailed as the perfect love
troubled sens of life will King match.
George and Queen Mary, with all
Lady Ramsay lias been spending says will spend tho next six months
their royal power, succeed where the greater part of her time at the at
their Paris home.
he failed.
home of her father, the Duke of
And
the time society wonand wedding Connaught, while her husband has ders andallwonders.
The engagement
"Will tho royal
of princess l'at to the commoner, a been at his station in Paris.
command succeed after Cupid has
commander in the king's navee
weddid
not
the
Ramsay
attend
failed?"
and without title, was of double ding of Princcst Pat. Stress of offiRamsay is now Rrltish attache
interest to Great Britain because cial duties was given as the reason. with
the British embassy in Par s.
of the adoratlo the average BritKing nnd Queen Step In.
the war he served at the
During
And in the meantime comment Dardanelles.
isher held for the princess. "If
Princess Mary ever marries it will has
been
on
common
the
During the war and before her
be for love and love alone," they separation
of
the Ramsavs. marriage
in 1919 Princpsa Pntriiia
said when the whole world dis- ii
increased so lately tnat it was an honorary colonel of and
cussed rumors now and then re- is said King George and Queen patron of tho famous
Canadian
garding the dictntpi of her heart.
iy lu.ve insisted mat tne com- - regiment known as tho "Princess
Britain O. K.'d M itch.
mandor and ITdy Ramsay go bad; Pats
"
And when It became knovn that to "housekeeping" again.
j
Ono child has been born of tho
Commander Ramsay was the fa
It is understood that the Ram-- i marriage
Lady

royal-pleb'a-
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SUPREME COURT

1

TO

DECIDE

DRY

mm RED
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LAW CASES SOON
Car Goes Off Trestle and
Plunges 50 Feet When

RUSSIA IS

I

AND

OF LOST MOTION

suRe

i

(B

The Asucicluti'd

TreM.)

ProWashington, March 12.
ceedings which the United States
instituted in the federal courts of
Utah five years ago to divorce the
Southern
Pacific railroad from
control over tho Central Pacific
In the
will be up for
supreme court this week. The
government lost in the lower courts
and in July, 1917, appealed to the
supreme court, where the case was
argued last April.
Other cases for argument durin?
the week include a proceeding
ogainst the Winsled Hosiery company, brought by the federul trade
commission to test its authority to
prohibit alleged misbranding of
products.
Whether tho Emergency Fleet
corporation of the United States
shipping board is a governmental
agency or has the same status in
the courts as a private corporation, also will be argued orally
before the supreme court this week.
A case which is expected to go
far toward removing confusion
arising from enforcement of "dry"
laws, will be reached soon In an
appeal brought by Tony Vigliotti
against the state of Pennsylvania.
The supreme court will bo called
upon to decide whether fines and
under
imprisonments imposed
state laws will stand cr whether
the federal prohibition act has superceded all states..
Following the Vigliotti case, the
court will hear argument In an appeal brought by the state of Connecticut to determine whether federal enforcement officers can he
prosecuted under state laws on
charges of having accepted bribes
to Influence their action in prohibition case.

MOHAMMEDANS OBJECT
TO BRITAIN'S ACTION
(Uy The

Aiclnf1

Prom.t

Delhi, March 12 (by the Associated Press.) Twenty Mohammedan members of the Indian legislature now here have sent to Prima
Minister Lloyd George an emphatic protest against the British
government's "deplorable action"
In connection with the resignation
of
for India Montagu.
The formal business of the legislative assembly yesterday
was
prefaced by an address in which
Dr. H. S. Gour expressed the deep
grief . of the assembly and of Inil i
generally over the resignation of
Mr. Montagu, whom he characterized as a staunch supporter of
the Indian reform scheme and a
true friend of India.

A. F. OF L. STANDS BACK

OF TEXTILE

STRIKERS

(Bt The Aorlntp(l Prm.)

Providence, R. I March 12.
The American Federation of Labor will stand firmly behind the
textile strikers of New England
In their fight against wage reductions and increased working
hours, Samuel Gompers, president of the federation, declared
here tonight, addressing a meeting of several thousand persons.
4-
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Wheel

Breaks; Rescue Most of the City and Town
Parties Work for Hours.
Population Are Trying to

,

(Br The Ansuointfd
Atlanta, Ga., March

frr

1

12.
Seven
persons were killed and sixteen injured today when a passenger
coach on the Atlanta, Birmingham
and Atlantic railroad was derailed
near Union City. The car went ofi
a trestle and fell fifty feet.
Thirty persons were In the coach
the last of the train, when ono of
the wheels burst. The trestle was
reached and almost crossed when
the car suddenly turned ever, tearing away from the one ahead aa it
fell into the shallow creek.
Six men and one woman were
killed and several of the Injured
are not expected to live. Rescue
parties worked for hours in the
wreckage, releasing those imprisoned and removing the dead. The
injured were removed to hospltaU
here.
,
List of Dead.
The following list of dead was
Issued by officials of the railroad
tonight:
C. T. ELMORE, cashier, local
station A. B. & A. Railroad company.
W. E. McINTOSII,
Imperial
hotel. New Tork city.
R. C. DRIVER. Roanoke Ala.
W. E. JOHNSON, Birmingham,
.

Ala.

It. W. LANIER, operator, Senola,
Georgia.
MRS. I. H. ETHERIDGE, Atlanta, Ga.
W. M. BROOKS. Western Union
Telegraph
company, Manchester.
Georgia.
of
A graphic description
the
wreck was given by II. F. Hentz,
one of those who escaped without
injury.
An Irregular motion of the car
Just before the trestle was reached
was the first intimation that something was wrong, he said.
"About five seconds later," continued Mr. Hentz, "we suddenly
plunged into space. A crash followed and there were screams
from all portions of the car.
Injured, Refuses Help.
"Tho3e of us who occupied the
front section, when we regained
our senses, looked for an avenue
to escape. An opening was found
through the front door. I managed to assist the three women
who were with me through the
opening nnd then returned to help
others. One younff man apparently crushed, was the first person I
found. He refused to let me help
him, but urged me to assist the
women and children." He sat there
calmly smoking a cigarette, as if
nothing out of the ordinary had
occurred. I' learned Inter on that
this young man was Willard Cope,
a newspaper man.
"I have never seen such wonder
ful courage aa that, of the women
An example of fine
passengers.
courage displayed by one of the
women convinces me that In a crisis
of that klncf women are possessed
with greater nerve- than are men.
This little woman looked as If ehe
were dying. Her face was as white
as a sheet. I bent over and asked
her how she was feeling.
"'I'm all right; don't bother me.
Help the others,' she cried."
B. L. Bugg, receiver of the railroad. Issued a formal statement tonight stating thnt the accident was
caused by the breaking of a new
wheel on the front truck of tho
'
coach,
,

-

1
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REVEALS

I

Decision in Suit to Divorce
the Southern Pacific and
Central Pacific Booked
for This Week.

Car-mel-

Do Something They Are
wot Fitted For.
(Ilj The Amuirlntrd

Prrmi.)

Petrograd, March

12. Russia is
a land of lost motion. In conse
ouence of the social and economic
upheaval most of the city and town
population are trying to no something they are not fitted for. Offices are filled with persons who
can scarcely read nnd write and
have no qualification
for their
tasks but party membership.
Universities and higher sehools
are crowded with students who arc
not prepared for the courses they
desire to pursue. Men and women
are working as waiters and doing
manual labor who are qualified to
tench or do other intellectual work.
In tho general shake-unearly
everybody in Russia has been
forced out of his old zone. City
people have been forced into the
country districts nnd country folks
nave Deen rorced into the cities,
especially since the famine became
so serious.
Teachers have left the schools
because they were inadequately
paid, or not paid at all. Peasants
have become landlords but lack
the machinery .animals nnd funds
necessary to put In crops. Families have been scattered and nre
vainly looking for lost members
Individuals are having the same
trouble ndapting themselves to the
new order that the government Is
and the process Is slow and uncertain. The new economic policy has
upset the plans of millions whi
had managed to land themselves
in berths where they obtained good
food allowances and were able to
exist without much salary. With
the cutting off of government free
food from a large percentage of
workers and government employes,
wholesale readjustments have been
necessary.
Government
departments have
been reduced In a wholesale manner to reduce the government's
food burden and to let :en the drain
on the printing
presses. Offi-buildings and business houses are
being evacuated by the government
to make way for commercial concerns which
will pay taxes and
help Bwell the government's
All persons are to pay rent
hereafter.- Many have no money
and must get Into less expensive
p

e

100

HURT

III

SOUTH

AFRICAN

.

NEW PAIR TOP LIST IN
BOWLING TOURNAMENT
(By Th

Amorlated 1'rem.)

Toledo, Ohio, March 12. A new
pair showed up at the top of the
list in the
standing of tho
American Bowling Congress tournament here, but the A. B. C. record
for the individuals tl.e 729 of W.
Lundgren of Chicaro withstood
the attacks of tho bowlers acain
today."
G. Riddell and L. Lucks of New
Tork, bowling on the last squad of
the day, collected 1,272 pins for
first place in that division.
Three other pairs got among the
first ten today. M. Erickson and
R. Ritter of Chicago howled 1,247
on one of the earlier shifts for
fourth place and T. Christlanson
and W. Hurns, also of Chicago,
took ninth with 1,222. while J.
Kurleman and J. Wragner of Cincinnati bowled 1,218 for tenth.
two-me-

n

DRUG STORE CASHIER
IN N. Y. SHOT, KILLED
(By Tho Atmneliifed

TrowO

Station; Fighting
Form of Sniping.

(By The Aaanrltitrd TreM.)

Johannesburg, Union of South
Africa, March 12 (by the Associated Press). At least 100 persons
nre believed to have been killed in
Saturday's fighting here and the
wounded will reach a much larger
number.
Desperate efforts are being made
by the commandos to gain control
of the town before the forces under MaJ. Gen. Sir J. L. Vandeventer
and Brig. Gen. Conrad Brits can
arrive.
The fighting for the most part
takes the .form of sniping, there
being only occasional volleys. The
only government forces to bo seen
are those guarding th city hall.
The striking miners are reported to h"ve burned the police station at Fordsburg.
A communique
from Pretoria
says large numbers of troops will
be available shortly and that re
cruiting is going on at a satisfactory pace although many evidently
fall to realize the seriousness of
the situation.
Capetown
dispatches say that
outside the Rand the aenera strike
has had a limited success.
s

New York, March 12. Samuel
Hadas, cashier of a drug store at BOMBS DROPPED FROM
quarters.
AIRPLANES OX REBELS
avenue
and
120th
Every day seems to.be a moving Amsterdam
cities. street, was shot and
killed by
day now in the Russian
drawn
men
women
bandits who attempted to hold up
and
Sledges
by
Pretoria, Union of South Afr'ca.
are hauling furniture to the mar- - the store tonight.
The slayers March 12 (by tho Associated
have
twice
kcts or to new quarters. Govern- escaped without obtaining any loot. Press.) Airplanes
ment vans are hauling
office
dropped bombs on revolutionary
severe
cas'
commandos, Inflicting
equipment.
NEW VOLCANO FORMED.
of
ualties, and a large number
Everything is In a state of fluxj Mexico
12.
March
A
small strikers have been killed or woundCity.
and the public is nuizalcallv asking
Is
which
volcano
some
showing
ed in nn attack against cavalry at
what the ntxt developments will e
in the gradual change back to signs of activity, has been formed Ellis Park, says a communication
within the crater of Popocatepetl, issued today giving a record of
capitalism.
which Is situated twenty-si- x
miles Saturday's disturl inees, growing
west of the city of Puebla.
Per- out of the strike situation.
31 GERMAN BRIDES OF
sons who have returned from an
still are
"The revolutionaries
exploration
trip on Popocatepetl very active." says the communicaSOLDIERS, 8 BABIES
new
volcano
the
has all the tion. "They have been burning
say
WITH 5TH INFANTRY characteristics of its parent.
houses at Benonl and Boksburg.
apparently in retaliation for our
TEXDLER BESTS SHEPPARI). bombings."
(By The Auoclnted Frera.)
The communication
then
11. Lew
Accompany-in- g
New York, March
Berlin, March 12.
the successful resistance of
the Fifth American infantry Tendler, of Philadelphia, defeated
c.f
180
men
to
the
Frldav
last
British
Imperial light
Antwerp
regiment
Johnny Sheppard, former
on the first stage of the voyage to lightweight champion. In the third horse against an attack of strikers
the United States with 31 Germans round of their twelve-roun- d
matcn at Ellis Park in which many of the
brides of soldiers and eight babies in Brooklyn tonight. The referee strikers were killed or wounded.
horn under the protection of th'j stopped the fight to save Sheppard Five of the soldiers were Killed and
Stars and Stripes on the Rhine- fifteen wounded.
from runner punisnment.
.

Made

Has

Up His Mind How to Vote,
Is
Belief of Those in

Charge of the Pact,
NIGHT SESSIONS MAY
BE FORCED BY LODGE

Opponents of Ratification
Not Expected to Assent
Readily; Are Opposed to
Forcing Results.
(Hy Tho

Awlutcl

fm.)

March 12. If administration leaders succeed w tll
the plan on which they have
agreed, senate consideration of the
will
Pacific treaty
reach tho stage of action durin?
the coming week.
Believing that virtually every
npnatnp bus made nil bis mind how
he will vote, those in charge of the
treaty will begin an aggressive effort tomorrow to brlnr the debate
to a conclusion. Senator Lodge of
the
Massachusetts,
republican
leader, hopes to secure a unanimous agreement setting o time to
begin roll calls on the proposer!
reservations, and If he fails, he la
prepared to hold the senate in session until late hours, so that tho
storm of oratory over the treaty
may spend itself. Tho opponent
of ratification are not expected ta
assent readily to such - a unanimous
agreement as Senato- Lodge suggests, although they declare th".
have no intention of unduly prolonging the debate. They have
given notice that any attempt to
"force" results will be followed by
measures'
the adoption of vigorous
by the "irreconcilable- bloc" which
for the past week has kept at least
ono of its members on the senate
floor constantly to observe developments and shut off any move for
premature action.
In spite of this situation, the administration senators are hopeful
that voting on reservations will begin within a few days, and some of
the more optimistic even believe
that a final roll call on ratification
may be possible by the end of the
week. They assert that pledges
given to them make It certains that
more than the necessary
have decided to vote for ratifie-.-tlowith the "no alliance" reservation of the foreign relations committee, and they declare that a
majority would like to clear the
way for the other arms conferenco
legislation.
treaties nnd general
again will
The treaty opponents
tako the offensive at tomorrow's
session. Senator Johnson, republican, California, leading off with a
prepared address againr.t ratification.
conferences .servy
ed to stiffen the lines on both side
little
effected
but apparently
change In the general situation.
Washington,

four-pow-

lf

THIS

WEEK EXPECTED

Am Glad He

President
It,"
Told
of Action
When
Says

1

Mr. Mellon called

I

the

Did

;

PACIFIC TREAT!

INJURED

llj The Associated Pnmw.)
rviuii, murium, mill uii ii vuy
An explo-- I
the Associated Press,)
slon occurred In thn American le- gallon here early this morning. No
of Secretary.
body was Injured, but several of
tho window.! were shattered and
PARTY IS CRUISING
at done to the
some damage
S. Wilson,
the
building.
DOWN FLORIDA COAST American
minister, expressed the
belief that the explosion was due
No Further Expression Has to a bomb.
The bomb landed In the garden
Come From the Chief Ex- of tho legation. Tho fact that this
of the legation was without
ecutive Regarding Pro- part
lights nnd that no one was there
at tho time, seems to ind'eate that
posed Soldier Bonus,
the perpetrator had no intention of
killing anyone.
(lly The Ananchitril IVcs.)
The king and cabinet have exRock Ledfee, Fla., March 12 (by
deep regrcs to the Amerthe Associated Press.) President pressed
ican nvnistcr and gratification that
UnlfTiirinn
Mc
1...
InlitveH
approval
,ria
expressed
Harding today
of the letter of Secretary Hughes public opinion strongly condemns
tno act.
to Senator Undervood on the
"aelf c treaty.
"That's fine. I am glad ho did STATIC PFPARTMUNT
UITKIVI'S CABLEGRAM
It," tho president said when told
by newspaper men of the substance
March 12. Th"
Washington,
of the letter as carried in newj disofficial message reaching ttu'
only
from
Washington.
patches
state department today regarding
Tho houseboat carrying the pres- tho
explosion In the American leident and Mrs. Harding and their
at Sofia was a cablegram
gation
the
is
down
party, which
cruising
at 10 o'clock last night hv
Florida east coast, had stopped for pent
Minister Wilson coinciding with
a few minutes hero for mall, tele- the Information
contained in the
grams and newspapers.
Associated Press dispatches.
Among those who welcomed tho
Tho
thn explosion
said
message
president and Mrs. Harding cur- occurred In the chancery of tho leing the brief stop here today were gation at S o'clock in the evening,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles B. Kl'ng and
breaking all tho chancery window
Mr. Kling is a brother and
daughter.
doing somo additional dam-acof Mrs. Harding t ml lives at Rock
but that no one was injured
Ledge. Ruth the president and Except for servants, it was j.nld,
Mrs. Harding recognized them be- no one was in the
legation at the
fore the boat (locked and greetings time. The cablegram
said that the
were exchanged.
preliminary
invest'gatloa
police
The entire day was spent by thi indloVcd that th
was
president and his party aboard the canned by a bomb. explosion
houseboat
proceeding
leisurely
down the const.
Just how far south the president TRAIN STRIKES AUTO.
Plans to go remains unknown hut
KILLING THREE MEN
some of the members of the pnrty
are urging him to continue beyond
(lly The Amnrlnfrd Prosn.)
the middle of tho week, the time
Douglas, Ariz., March 12. Three
oripinnlly set for returning to St. men
were
instantly killed this aftAugustine.
when an El Paso and
No expression has come from thi ernoon
Southwestern train struck the aupresident on the proposed sol- tomobile
In which they were riding.
diers bonus legislation beyond the
o
statement carried in his letter to The men, Sam MoDoeovloh,
Estrada and liert Hockett,
Chairman Fordney of the house
on
were
their way from their
ways and means committee, but homes in this
smelter two
developments in congress as re- miles west ofcltv to a where
here,
they
In
ported dally
Washington news were
All three were
dispatches are among tho first marriedemployed.
McDoeevieh
and
and Esthings which have the attention of
The
leave three children.
the party. To each reques for anv trada
t a grade
statement from the president on accident happened
The men were the only
the newest house proposal on the crossing. of
the automobile.
bonus1, administration
spokesmen occupants
have said the president's position
is unchanged from the suggestion OFFICERS' STRIKE ON
stated in the Fordney letter enactment of a sales tax to raise the
VESSELSJS SETTLED
bonus funds or postponement
of
the legislation.
(By The Aimi'Ih. .) r..,,i
Vera Cruz, Mexico, March 12.
Any other or additional publlca-t'on- s
purporting to give the presi- A provisional settlement of the
dent's views, tho some spokesman strike of officers on the vessels opsaid, are nothing more than con-- i erated by the Mexican SteaniBhip
elusions drawn by Individuals.
company, which is controlled
by
tho Mexican government, has been
reached.
Tho officers will perDISBANDING OF WHITE
form their duties for the next ten
during which an attempt will
UNITS IN POLAND IS days
be made to bring about a definite
DEMANDED BY RUSSIA settlement.
The ships which were tied up
in this port by the strike already
Ily Th AftitnctatPd I'rexB.t
have
Bailed.
As12
Moscow, March
(by the
sociated Press.) George Chitcher-in- ,
the Russian soviet foreign m
in a nnto addressed to Poland, demands the breaking up of
DEAD,
ail the "white" fighting organizations within Poland. Hp warns
thnt In event of new armed attack from Polish territorj', Russia
IN
will be compelled to make no distinction between regular Polish
troops and armed Irregular., whatever nationality or uniform.
CLASH
The note contends that General
Petlura and others aro preparing
in Poland for a spring attack on
Russia, and warns Poland that any
further violation of the Riga trea- Striking Miners Reported to
ty likely will bring about a resumpHave Burned
a Police
tion of war between Russia anj
Poland.
Takes

"That's Fine;

OE

II:

American Headquarters at
Sofia, Bulgaria, Is Scene
of Explosion; Public

PACIFIC TREAT!

$615,-822,00- 0.

Provision
Whatever for a Sinking
or
Amortization
Fund,
Reserves.
Any Other

Bill

tainty as to which of the plans
will be chosen, and in what proportions. But the government actuary has prepared tables of estimated cost on the assumption that
70 per cent will choose the certificate plan, 23 per cent the farm
and home aid plan, 5 per cent the
vocational training plan and two
per cent the land settlement plan.
In the calculations as to the cost
of the certificate plan, it is assumed that the certificate holders
will borrow on their ccrtificatei
on
from the banks and default
their loans, in view of the attractive provisions for cash redemption in case of default
It appears from these tables that
on the basis assumed by the actuary the total direct cost to the
government in the fiscal year 1923
would be $289,9".4,000; in the fiscal year 1924, $210,440,000; in the
fiscal year 1925, $128,013,000 and
in the fiscal year 1926,
for the
most part by October 15. 1925.
iscertificate
when the adjusted
sued as security for bank loans
would have to be redeemed,
This would mean total
payments within three and
years of over $1,200,000,000.
These estimates take no account
of aromtization or other reserves
against certificates to remain outstanding after the fiscal year 1926,
which would add at least $40,000,-00- 0
a year to the current charges,
or of possible additional costs under the land settlement plan if the
reclamation projects therein authorized should bo carried through.
It is estimated that about
per annum would be required after 1923 if these reclamation projects should bo pressed.
Certificate Plnn.
"If all the veterans should
choose tho certificate plan the
total face amount of tho certificates would amount to over
distributed over twenty years and if all the veterans
should choose the farm and home
cost would
aid plan, the total
amount to $2,093,000,000
within
tho next two or three years.
"Apart from the direct cost of
the bill, a most serious feature Is
the provision for bank loans upon
adjusted service certificates during
the period between its passage and
September 30, 1925. The effect of
this provision is to transfer the
cost of policy loans from the government to the banks and to place
in the banks, to the extent that the
men are able to obtain
loans from them, a mass of unpaper,
liquidated,
upon which the banks will be unable to realize until 925. Tho result would be frozen bank loans
of currency
and
and Inflation
To the extent that the
credit,
banks are obliged to make loans
on adjusted
service certificates,
their ability to take care of the
demands of business and Industry
will be correspondingly reduced,
and even though the paper accrued by the certificates may not
be eligible for rediscount at federal
reserve banks, the Indirect result
is certain to be increased borrowings by members banks from the
federal reserve banks.
Most Serious Aspect.
"From the point of view of the
treasury, the most serious aspect of
these loans on adjusted service certificates is the fact that the loans
would be floated at the banks on
the credit of the United States. The
plan, in substance, therefore, involves a dangerous abuse of the
government's credit, for it contemplates the issue of a vast amount
which
of government obligations
are
and have no
unless
present realizable value
pledged with banks in which event
the obligations become In effect.
two or three year notes, which the
government would be obliged to
pay off in 1925 upo default by
the veterans.
Forced Loan From Hanks.
means that
"This practically
cash payments on adjusted service
certificates would be financed for
the next three years through a
forced loan from the banks.
"From the point of view of the
banking system and the general
financial situation, it would be far
better if a bonus is to be financed
by borrowing, for the government
(Continued on Page Two. I
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CAPTURE

OF MONSTER

PROTESTED AGAINST
(By The Amwliitrd PrM.)
Buenos Aires, March 12 (by the
protest
Associated
Press). A
or capturing of
against the killingmonster
which is
the pleslosaurlan
reported to have been seen in an
has
been
in
lake
Patagonia,
Andean
raised before the ministry of Interior by the "Sociedad Protectora
corredo los Animnles," which
for
sponds to the American SocietyAnithe Prevention of Cruelty to
mals."
The society urges that if such an.
antedeluvlan creature exists. It be
allowed to roam Its native heath,
unmolested and that the expedition, which proposes to bring the
animal alive or dead to the Buenos
Aires zoo, be prohibited.
Meanwhile Professor Onelll who
first announced the existence of
the animal, says the expedition will
start with the end of the week,
funds are
additional
provided
forthcoming.

TWO RIOTERS KILLED.
London, March 13. A dispatch
to the London Times from Luck-nodated Saturday, reports tho
first fatalities arising from tho
distroubles in the agricultural
tricts in the united provinces.
These occurred ir. the Hardoi district, where two rioters were killed
and others wounded.

w

PLAN NOW FOR
YOUR GARDEN
Sprlner Is almost here.
Till' Dopnrtmcnt of Airlcnl-tur- c
lias garden booklets
to moot the requirement
of various nnrts of the country
nnd the needs of the city
ns well.
For pardoners this moans export direction nnd special
to got tho most front
tho cTOund st their disposal.
Plan your jrnrden now, and
nrenftre to plant It right.
Those hooli'p's lire free gov-- "
Our
r n m p n t publications.
Information
Wnslilnitfln
wH sppiire n copy of the
nronor booklet for any of our
rondovs who fill on nnd mnll
the coupon Iwlow. Enclose two
cents In stamp for retrn post-nron tho booklet, nnd b- - snrc
o tvrte your nnmo nnd address
clearly on the linos of the
coupon.
I enclose herewith two cents tn
stamp for return postn.te in g
frcp COPT of tho fiardon Booklet
FREDFRTC ,T. RXSKIV,
Director.
The Alhnqnornne JimmM In "or.
mnfon Bureau, Washington.
pnf-don-
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CORPSES

they are burying them In wagon
loads. They take off the clothes
of the dead, throw them into boxes,
put snow on the bodies to freeze
them, then transport them in piles
to the cemetery.
There, twice a
week, they are thrown into great
closely.
holes, crosswise, packed
Dogs have become a menace and
attack piles of bodies in droves and
dig into graves. Dead children,
starved to death, are left outside in
open ways in piles, covered with
rags, until they can be hauled
awny."
From his notes Dr. Dickinson described a burying
ground near
Samara, where tho dead, gnawed
piled in frozen
by dogs, were
niounds until thrown into great excavations.
"There were three great holes,
ho continued, "ten by twenty icui
and eighteen feet deep. Around
these were piles of frozen naked
bodies, men, women and children,
who had died of typhus and hunger. Dogs had ocen at' some bodies
and these were bloody. The dogs
were driven away, all terribly
emaciated and contorted Into all
shapes of grotesque agony.
Lopsided Houses.
"As ono sees the lopsided houses
Russian
of the
villages, the gnarlbones of the fal. ine
ed, skin-cla- d
corpses, one seizes the dominant
motifs of the new Russian act.
There was an unreality about these
corpses that made it seem appropriate to discuss anything In their
presence, cabarets, soda water, futurist verse.
"In piles they were badly tangled
up and had to be released like stiff
puzzles. Dropped into the graves
they made noises like wooden
things of the same weight and
shape. Thev had been men, women and children.
About fifty come
every day."
The psychological tactor ot reuri
work anions these distressing con
ditions, Dr. Dickinson declared,
As
was. a factor to be considered.
a rule, he explained, the relief
and
the
psychoagents work alone
logical effect of conditions around
them is worth as serious consideration as in arctic exploration or In
Jungle travel.
"Burs and Bandits."
When a relief agent starts to
convoy a load of food, Dr. Dickinto
son reported, he says good-by- e
his friends for ten days, takes
blankets, grub, lives In a box car
and "takes his luck with bugs and
bandits."
Transportation, the key
to relief, he declared, was almost

"Y'UTII

IS FICKL5," SAYS MISS DONNA,
THEN FOLLIES STAR PROMPTLY .WEDS ONE

PANHANDLING

PROFITABLE
IN THE CITIES
U

II

N

I

f

more than a score of years. He
said he was 'one of the marines
who landed at Vera Cruz from a
The civilian
certain battleship.
gave him a quarter, ana Tiurrledly
left the cafe. A few minutes later
he came back with a policeman
and a warrant.
Unfortunately for tho fake hero,
tho man to whom he had been
pouring out all of this misinformation he had the campaign ribbons
all wrong was a marine corps
major and, as it happened, had
been In charge of the marine contingent at Vera Cruz from the very
ship selected by t,he impostor as
his own. Under police examination the soldier confessed that he
had never been outside of the
United States and had never been
In any branch of the service.

KY l'REDEKIC J. Il tSKIX.
Washington, March 12. If you
have suffered the misfortune of
losing a leg and are casting about
for a means of making a livelihood,
Houses Are Deserted, Not a
perhaps the most lucrative thing
Dog, Cat or Pig Left;
you can turn to la panhandling.
The stories of the incomes mado by
Snow Breaks Through
peddlers of pencils, chewing gum,
J?
"X
?S
Windows.
j
and
useless gewgaws generally, are ly
the Roofs
no means fables.
Cities differ widely In the ways
(By The Associated l'rfsii.)
of dealing with professional cripMarch 12. TanWashington,
ples. In some cities they must ob- PROBLEMS OF RURAL
gled heaps of frozen corpses, some
tain licenses or suffer arrest. In
SCHOOLS ARE TO BE
Richness,
starved
dogs,
attacked by
this way the police are given an
n
'
.1,. . i
j
1(1 If !
to Investigate
dirt and cold in the Volga valley
each
opportunity
TAKEN UP BY N. E. A.!
Nil '..i ill!
case and find out whether
the
are described by Secretary Hoover
in a nightmare picture of the
cripple who applies for the privi(Sneelnl Correspondence to Tho Journal.)
lege of peddling on the streets,
famine districts of soviet lltissia
Las Vegas, N. M., March 12.
'
with his infirmity or deformity as
drawn by Dr. Thomas II. Dickinhis main means of attracting For practically the first time the
son of the American relief adminand quarters, is National Kducational association
dimes, nickels
istration, in a ppecla. report on
to take up the
conditions there.
really unable to make a living In has determined
problems of the rural schools and
some other way.
Dr. Dickinson made a month's
in
assist
solution.
their
This is the
the
at
this
time
of
Just
tour of the Volga valley and the
city
statement of County School Supers
Washington i a haven for these intendent
foothills of the Urals, traveling
Benito
F, Baca, who has
men. The police department has
4,000 miles by rail, auto and sledge,
I
returned from Chicago, where
on the snow
V '
tried to keep them ont of the Just
inspecting 1 50 villages
he
attended
the
to
superintendence
of
which.
downtown
district,
covered steppes. In his report
meeting of the National
course, is the ground they prefer. section
Mr. Hoover, Dr. Dickinson save
Education
Mr. Baca
association.
4
Unfortunately no law or police reg- said that
the bare and cruesome details of
the educators present
these were reminded
ulation directly
prohibits
his observations.
by the governor of
men from offering their wares for Missouri
Jxisses From Famine,
Interests
sale. Only a few days ago the have beenthat rural school
"Losses from famine in soviet
to build un tho
sacrificed
Xlussia." he said, "come under the
police were directed to make some city schools. The National Educa
arrests and see if the courts would tion association will
heads of emigration, disease and
begin at once sugar-coate- d
death. Emigration from the vilhelp to remedy the situation by im- a policy of aiding rural
schools to
SO per
to
about
now
L
rises
posing fines or sentences in the get necessary funds for
lages
' '
tA,
providing
workhouse.
cent. Houses are deserted, not a
buildcomfortable
and
adequate
-k.
Tho arrests were made and when
..tJlitlog, cat or pis left, with snow
the
best
ings,
and
teachers,
proper
came
roofs
and
the
whose
before
Donna Genevieve Couviere Evans Travis,
the
the ca'3s
police ratings.
philosophy of love
breaking through comes
Han
Tha
Miguel
county
decided
the
Hardlson
from
in
Smoke
that
.Tndge
court,
a
windows.
dancing pose.
changes with her sveethearts,
board of education met Saturday
the men wero not vagrants nor to
chimneys of not more than half
plans for two new ruhas been ;'..3 inalienable right of a woman to beggars. The fact that they had ral consider
Since '.me beg. n
Hie houses. Traveling on the roads
school
at Campana
one comes across pathetic carac':anre her mind in lo.-- as well a3 in minor things, A few weeka ago wares offered for sale, and that and Isidor. butldings,
Each will cost about
Donna Genevieve Couviere Evans, former Follies beauty and movie thev wire able to show incomes $5,000. Th- money was raised
vans,, father, mother, grandparents
by
camel or
When
fi.nd samovar.
to lift them out of tho special levies in the school districts
actresl, declared, "I'd rathtr j an old man's darling than a young sufficient
no
visible
of
those
class
having
horse falls sick they leave him to
Nelson
P.
was
when
slave."
her
which
That
will make the improvements
man's
husband,
Evans, movie means of
support in tho opinion ot
die on the open plain. Kick perphotographer, staitled Lea Angeles by eloping with- a New York tho court, protected these pan- without tho aid ot the countv in
sons elt on top of the sledges
general.
who
now
But
sii.ca
three
has
after
added
widow.
reeks, says Donna,
handlers from police interference.
end are taken to town to die.
Gravis to her quartet of names, "Wise women change their minds. The court decided
that pencils of"On sidings
everywhere, from
and
never."
Travis
Fools
is
II.
Claries
and
well,
are
young
wealthy
freight
fered for sale, even though they WATER AT LAS VEGAS
Poland to the Urals
Donna says it was a case of love at first sight
times
cars rrowflefl Willi reiugeos. iuc
brought in ten or twenty-fiv- e
IS PRACTICALLY
FREE
their value, constituted legitimate
government has not the locomo
commerce.
lives to carry them so they are
FROM
CONTAMINATION
of
on
takes
Cure; Now Being Sought.
appearance
Country
waiting.
Swollen lost.
landmarks. TREASURY HEAD SAYS
Is
the arctic without
A remedy for this situation In
"Disease
general.
Cnrrrsponilenre to The Journal.)
can
loads
Horses
their
bellies of children are so common
only
may come from draw- (Special
drag
PROPOSAL
no
lines
Washington
"There are
MENACES
rail
except
Las Vegas. N. M., March 12.
as to no longer excite remark. The crazy narrow-gaug- e
ing up police regulations directly examination
spurs set in three days e week.is A week's proof samples of water
d
GOVERNMENT
CREDIT
of
as
me
a
horse
vision
for
inmuch
worth
in
characteristic expression
some time past by some special
prohibiting street selling
from the system supplying Greater
In Russia is that of a person terest to reach a town or a mining as a horse, The result is starving
It is believed Las
downtown section.
Vegas has shown the water
sore at life.' I fiave learned to camp,' he said. "To get from Sa- people who have horses are trading
cripples,
that the professional
(Continued rrorn rage One)
from condread going Into a room full of mara to Kazan, 400 versts, you them ior grain.
rather than haunt the residence practically entirely free
tamination,
me
Livestock
Decrcnscs.
at
traflook
according to the report
to resort to direct borrowing and district where the pedestrian
up
children. They all
have to go to Moscow and back
"People also are trading agricul- to provide for direct policy loan? fic is negligible compared with the of the state department of health.
2,000 versts. Same with other cities
accusingly, bitterly, as if I had
done it. They are born with re- in the valley. I have seen an Am tural machinery for grain; this Is on adjusted service certificates busy btisinet-part of the city, The samples were taken March 6.
sentment in their hearts.
from the outset. If congress con- would take their handsful of pen- from the Intakes, the distribution
erican boy stagger in an American bad on next year's crop. The numis
over
area
ber
horses
entire
of
distributed
appear- basin, a faucet 8t the Castaneda
a soldiers bonus cils and their
"Diseases are well
cludes to
relief administration local headd
of last spring; about with paid adopt
between summer and winter. Last quarters after four days In a box but
to some more lenient city. hotel, and the train hoso. The first
insurendowment
ances
up
h
normal.
Cattle and ance as its hief feature, tho di- It is understood that some such three samples showed respectively
summer cholera, this winter ty- ear in which he had traveled 100
7, 8 and 9 bacteria per cubic censheep are the same."
Russia lost 0,000.000 dead versts.
rect or
phus.
way would be to regulation is in process of drafting.
Kussian
Dickinson authorizeregular
Dr.
of
1919.
One city
peasants,
of typhus in
"For north and south transporta
In the recent arrests made In timeter and the last showed 65.
Insurance
certificates
This year will tion there are no resources but reported, are living on bread made with provisions for the direct pol Washington as test cases, one c? The report says:
iOO.OOO lost 45,000.
"The samples are all low in bac
Under some conditions out of anything that can be baited icy loans and tho amortization or the men had in his pocket be terial
be as bad.
sledges.
count, and entirely free from
nau
these can do up to 20 versts a day. and eaten.
Hodics Thrown Into Holes.
other reserves that would be re- tween S50 and ISO. anotner conlate
"In
and
con. indicating a complete
nacnius
October,"
September
that
Itoads
"So many are already dying
as a matter of sound busi- more than 05, and the third a
disappear under drifts. lie said,
quired
"peasants began to live on ness policy. A certificate plan on siderable sum of money. One man absence of pollution of the supply
libeda, a weed that grows in the this basis, if chosfn by all
i
lime IIIB nmuyifn
irnal.il I 111' to tttlS t niOIOC 1I1K taken.
wheat and is thrashed with the
Other surface Water
men
to elect it, would, same offense nao in ins
I
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the state, which are sub
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most
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small
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change,
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aggregate
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First
South
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are also Bhowlng a
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sawdust,
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ity of about $4,500,000,000 and on indicating to the police that it was tamination,freedom
On?
husks."
from bacillus
matur- the income of not more than three practical
the bas's of a twenty-yea- r
or
this
else
coll
material
a
winter,
ity would involve tho following days at the outside, and possibly
will be convinced that Dr.
current charges each year on ac- of only one day and evening. Cap- reduction in the amount of con- YOU
RIFLE MADE IN 1835
New Discovery docs just
tamination."
in
officer
tho
count of the matu-itof certifipolice
tain Brown,
do soothes ccragh-raIS FOUND IN INDIAN
cates on account of death averag- charge of the downtown district, torsTheof Agua. Pura company, opera- what it is meant to
throats, congestion-tormente- d
the water supply system,
one of these men,
with
about
amorti$40,000,000;
conversing
ing
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MOUND NEAR R0SWELL zation
announced some time ago that it chests, loosens the phlegm pack and
payments, computed at 4 Bald to him: "You probably mnke would
Install a chtorlnatlon plant breaks the obstinate cold and grippe
n lrr more mnnev uutn i uu.
cent compounded
per
annually,
)
to
T.
(Special Corresjvonclence
calculated to provide within twen- crippled panhandler, dressed in the for uso at times when the water attack, relieves the congestion in the
in danger of contamination.
be
12.
head. No harmful drugs, therefore
For
N.
may
admitted
March
M.,
Koswell,
ty years for the whole liability, av rags of poverty, modestly
at the time that no good for children as well as grownups.
a number of years the officers of eraging about $l23,ouu,uuo a year, (Vitif Vit nrrihilhltf WHS tl'UO these It was stated
typhoid or other diseases traceable
for the
Here as elsewhere many of
Right away you will notice the There IS "Opportunity"
the Military Institute have been and (3 provision for direct policy
to to water supply
had ever been change for the better. Has a con- THOROUGHLY TRAINED
loans from tho government
on men, since the war, have taken ot
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uniforms
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in from his sheep ranch 80 miles would .probably average not less signia ot all sorts
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some
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plan.
by the federal government in li'ia.
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to having lost the leg be
least at intervals.
germicidal of all antiseptics is
tional department will grow on tho confess
or
accident
of
a
railroad
cause
well
is
known
It
that they visited present foundation.
In
not
any way
the country east of the mountains
The course cf study this vear has some other waywar.
This is true
with
during the hunting seasons, espe- Included such practical agricultural associated
one
of
them.
of
every
in
nearly
search of buffalo and an instruction as care and manage
cially
These tractors are not stripped and pared down to
Merchants object strongly to
Omera Lump
telope. There are also remains in ment ot livestock, feeding rations,
$11.50
themselves on
make a price but are COMPLETE with all essential
that section of rock mounds which Judging livestock, and a study of these men parking
Bidewalk in front of their
the
were
used
dis- the various
for
the
of
breeds
of
A
soluble
and
purpose
Powder
types
Belt,
Mine"'
fenders,
pulley,
platform, throttle,
"From Our Own
Antiseptic
equipment.
places of business, but often are
tilling mescal, a form of alcoholic livestock.
to be dissolved in
Tho same situation exg
governor, adjustable drawbar, angle lugs and
drink.
The
team from helpless.
to
venders
ists In regard
pushcart
A report It current through this Hoy won first place In the northWater as Needed.
Gallup Lump
brakes. This equipment is necessary on any tracold Indian region to the effect that ern district contest last fall and of fruit and celery, and the sideAs a medicinal
tor to make it serviceable and safe. It is all infor
antlseptlo
at one time a large amount of represented northern New Mexico walk dispenser of flowers. The
. .$10.50
Fancy Egg
aoucnes in treating catarrh, inflamcluded in the new reduced price. NO EXTRAS
Spanish money fell Into the hands in the state contest at Rcswell In police tried and failed to force a
mation or ulceration
of nose,
to give up selling flowers on
of
negro
the
was
in
December,
the
Indians;
money
BUY.
TO
throat, and that caused by feminine
In connection with the coufsa In a busy corner In Washington, at
gold and was burled in tho vicinity
Split Cedar Wood
ills it has no equal. For ten years
When the ticker tape
of one of the big
of the Thorne-Mille- r
ranch. Now agriculture, instruction In farm tho very doora
Hi. nnKnam Medlclnv Co.
tne
lyaia
that Harry Thorne has found the shop work Is a fundamental part department stores. The Judge
fatells
has rocommonded Paxtlne in their
you that your
whom this man was haled
gun, which was probably used by of the curriculum.
In their shop
private correspondence with womvorite stock has gone
the highwaymen, he expects to
work the boys have made art ex- pointod out that he could not unen, which proves Its superiority.
this gold. At any rate the cellent work bench large enough to der existing law find him guilty of
ten
Women
who have been cured say It
points
up
This man
Indian mounds are worth Investi accommodate six boys at one time. anything forbidden.
Is "worth Its weight in gold." At
same public
know
a
gating as no doubt many things They have received instruction In still occupies the
I
you
druggists, BOo. large box, or by mall.
may be found of especial Interest. care and sharpening cf tools, ce- space, and does a rushing business.
Th Paxton Toilet Co,, Boston, Mass.
strike is.
To return to the fake war vetement work and rope work,
lucky
All of the instruction given It rans, once in a while one of them
centered around tho problems of talks himself Into trouble. This
PLOW FREE
$134.25 P. and O.
Phone 251
the practical farmer.
happened a few months ago when
New Mexico Steel Co. Inc.
a man wearing a marine corps uniWITH EVERY 6 TRACTOR PURCHASED
Hnri Wnldrra.
ffotlrrinalttra
L.
JOE
MILLER, Pres.
form Invaded a restaurant, selling
H0WDEN WILLDELIVER
(100 south Second til.
Tel. I94MH.
BEFORE MAY 1.
bits of red, white and blue ribbon
each.
cents
He
25
BACCALAUREATE SERMON for
approached
-- osystematically,
finally
write
TO A. & M. GRADUATES everybody
The discovery of toasted
halting for several minutes beside
PLOW FREE
204.50 P. and O.
a man In civilian clothes who
tobacco was a lucky strike
has
it
saved
TRACTOR
(Bperlul CorrMpnmltnre to The .lournnl.) seemed deeply sympathetic.
WITH EVERY TITAN 10-2- 0
The
for us.
Las Crimes, N. M., March IS.
the lives
pretended veteran, to supply local
PURCHASED BEFORE MAY 1.
If you will buy package
Dr. Frederick H. Howden, bishop color and make his talo convincof the missionary of New Mexico ing, wore on one sleeve four gold
of Lucky Strike cigarettes
many babies ,
tho Episcopal church, will
a
for
two
service
of
stripes, Indicating
who were
yourself you will see why
the baccaluureate sermon for years overseas, a couple of wound
This is a special Raabe & Mauger offer in addition
New
millions now prefer the
Mexico
the
on
other
the
and
of
To Taog (Rend Down)
sleeve,
College
Agrin
stripes
To Albnqncrciiie '(Heart Vp)
These
to the great reduction
not
Tractors and
prices.
iculture and Mechanic Arts May 28. enough campaign badges on the
Leave . 7:30 a.m..
toasted flavor.
Albuquerque
...Arrive . ' T:0U p.m.
Plows have arrived. Come in and see them.
Th
to
blouse
Include
class
of
his
this year breast
graduntlng
Arrive . 10:30 a.rrt...
Ranta Fa
properly nourished.
Leave . 4:00 p.m.
numbers eighteen. The commence- every military expedition In which
Leave . 13:30 p.m..,
Banta Fe
Arrive . 12i45p.m.
ment exercises for the college will tho United States lias taken part
Arrive . 2:00 p.m..
uKiiuiiuia .....Arrive .
l:lB.m
since the war of 1 SI 2.
begin May 21, closing May 29.
nuivu . u.uu y.ui
LCOVB
7:30 a.m.
juoa
o fAi tocltynd notice ih
Dr. II. U Kent, president of the
Talked Himself Info Trouble.
dellcieut
The sympathetic civilian seemed
college, speaking of Illshop How$4.50:
Barley
$11.50.
den. said: "He has been In New particularly Interested In tho serwhan you try Lucky Strik:
Mexico for a number of years and vice
The panhandlei
Albuquerque Headquarters, Rinftling Brothers
badges.
has won an enviable place for him- pointed out to him ribbons supCigar Store. Phone GOO. 210 West Central Avenue.
Phone
First and Copper.
self as an enterprising, helpful cit- posedly representing service In
Santa Fe Headquarters, Bank Confectionery,
'
this
srwjsvvc-wi
izen. He is a speaker much sought Franoe, serving on the Mexican
"If It's Hardware We Have It."
Phone 222.
for such occasions, and a man who border, th Vera Cruss expedition,
is beloved by all who know him." and several others running back
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This new

gum delights

young and old.
It "melts in your

e

sr.
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l

mouth" and the gum in the

-

center remains to aid digestion,
brighten teeth and soothe mouth
and throat.
There are the other WHIG LEY
friends to choose from, too:
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to Taos.
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and at that he was pulling his
punch to a strictly friendly basis.

SOL AtiD ANAYA TO TAKE FLAG

in

OF FLYHH AfiD DRYDEN
ROUHD

SEMI-FKIA-

AT

L

TEN

AMY

Flynn and Dryden Both Too Much Used Up in
Recent Bout to Do Themselves Justice
Thursday Night; 500 Fans Watch Lee and
Herrera Work Out at Moose Hall Yesterday
Young Sol of Pueblo and Kid
Anaya have been signed to take
the second honor position in the
Moose boxing card Thursday evening at the armory on account of
both Young Jim Flynn and Battling T yden of Helen being too
much used up from their battle at
Belen last Thursday to be able to
get into shape for another clash
this week.
Flynn showed up for training
yesterday afternoon at Moose hall,
but his hands were so battered that
he was unable to use them and
when it became known that Dryden was also in no condition, the
bout was called off for the time
being and Sol and naya agreed
to step into the opening.
Flynn
and Dryden will t matched again
in the r.ear futuio. Promoter Dan
Padlila stated last night.
Young Sol has a draw and a win
over Anaya and their bout promises considerable action. Sol Is in
condition
much better physical
then when he met Anaya before
and has sperded up to something
like his old form before he started
an unexpected slump last year. In
Leo, the
his bout with Leonard
Denver flash, the other night,
those who had seen Sol in action
Rome time ago. clain ed that alone round
though the two ,ut upever
seen in
of the fastest fig'.iting
and although Sol
Albuquerque
fourteen
floored the Denver boy
times, it was still a bit short of Sol's
usual pace.
Anaya has been in conEta.it
month and
training for nearly
"
eitllllls lie una ucci'i'm
speed to take a bit out of Sol in a
-

round or two. He also ctated yesterday that he will box in his old
style, as he believes that the
change in tactics which he used
against Sol last timo is responsible
for his defeat as he got a clean
draw In their first match.
Training Camp Dope.
More than BOO fans crowded
into Moose, hall yesterday afternoon to watch Frank
and
Kid Lee, colored lightweight chamtheir
first
pub'ic
pion, go through
workout preparatory to their bout
here Thursday night, when they
are rematched in the
main event.
He-re- ra

The

bout

has

created

more

interest than has been shown

In

any match yet held in Albuquerque. Lee had a long list of knockouts here to his credit including
Joe Kale, former holder of the
Mexican border lightweight championship, and the Lion Hearted
Johnny Kid Mex, when he ran
into Herrera and passed the towel
into the ring.
Fans are evenly divided in
what really happened in that
bout. Some hold that Herrera had
Lee whipped
and that Lee's
thumb really was not bothering
him much. The thumb, however,
was examined in the ring by the
official physician, who pronounced
it to be fractured, dislocated or
something along that line. At any
rate the upper joint was sticking
out more than an inch.
The other half of the fans
claim that if Lee hadn't hurt his
thumb, he would have continued
There seems to
his string of
be no way of telling which half
of tho fans are correct and the
bout Thursday night will bo necessary to settle the dispute.

Sol,
Lee,
Herrera, Anaya,
"Young" Herrera, Smaulding and
all the rest of the fistic boys can
be seen each afternoon before the
card night at Moose hall starting
at about 2:30 o'clock. Fans are
Herrera Is still carrying a world invited to stop in and look them
more
of speed, probably even
than over before placing their bag of
when he met Lee ..ere a month pinons on any of the outcomes.
ago and received the towel at the
There is one thing about Young
opening of the tenth round on account of Lee having broken his Sol and that is that he takes
thumb in the second frame of their whatever comes his way. Although
for
he has been a
milling bee.
Frank has spent the month at some time, he's not a bit above
and stepping into the ring in a
his ranch out of Trinidad
or even in a curtain
claims and looks to be in the pink
of condition. He's been punching raiser if it ,wtll fill up the card.
to" know his apples and
seems
Sol
cattle and doing oUter outdoor
work which has kept him in per- that's one reason there Is a lot
he climbs
when
of shouting
fect physical condition.
through the ropes.
Al
Leo put on the gloves with
local colored
Al Smaulding,
Smaulding yesterday afternoon and
has been
heavyweight,
demonstrated to fans that aside light
from his lightning apeed he still matched far a main event at
with
Young Norhas a punch in his right hand and Juarez Sunday
that there is little chance that the folk. Tho big boys have been
thumb will prove weak. He was fighting shy of Al for some time,
able to land and to rock the big but Ed AVest managed to hook
one of them up for the local boy.
colored boy every timo he did it
Al will leave Friday morning. He
is training now with Kid Lee and
several of the .other boys at
Mouse hall.
main-event-

scmi-wind-
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COMPROMISE

POSSIBLE WITH

AND VIRGIN WOOL
BUYER of clothing should
between
merely "all wool" and real virgin wool.
"All wool" can mean wool which is
being used over the second time; but
virgin wool is wool new from the
sheep's back and used for the first
time.
There's a difference in the way garments look and wear. Virgin wool,
such as is used in all Society Brand
Clothes, makes these clothes look
good and wear well.
This, together with the famous Society Brand styles and tailoring have
made these clothes as famous as they
are among good dressers.

EVERY the difference

Sec our
new line
of good
$5 spring
lints.

WmMmMM

WmxZmlmm'm Mi Wm

W'A

Phone 335.

218 West Central.

IS NINE YEARS OLD
AND STILL GOING STRONG
DICK GUEST is a mighty efficient
officer. He requires an efficient car.
An uninterrupted transportation service is vital
to his maximum usefulness. So quite naturally he
sticks to his Buick. It's 9 years old, the Captain says,
Here is part of his
and runs like a

CAPT.

two-year-ol- d.

letter:

Bulclt 4, with an engine powerful
enough to drive a battleship . . . am on the go all the time
. . . have driven to El Paso, Roswell, Denver, Plalnview and
Lubbock, Texas, without tire or engine trouble. In one case I
left home on Thursday evening at 5 o'clock, drove all night,
all day Friday, and again Friday night, excepting two hours
when I slept, and then continued until 10 o'clock Saturday
,
night without a miss.
"Just to give you an Idea of the power of the car I will
tell you what she did on one trip from Albuquerque to Roswell. There were three men, one weighing 280 pounds, three
women and two children and our instruments, totaling more
than 1,000 pounds, in the car, and we made It to Roswell
.
In 14 hourd (220 miles.)
"And tho car is nine years old.','
CAPT. R. O. GUEST.
(Signed)
Salvation Army.

"It's an old

ODEN-- B

UICKCO.

Fifth and Gold

Phone 1200

"When Better Automobiles
Built, Buick Will Build

Are
Them."
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Don't Scour Teeth!

W

You Wouldn't Scour the

Piano Keys
would call it madness to use a grit cleaner on your ivory piano
You know what it would do to them; you also know how
readily they give up their dirt to gentle washing treatment. Ivory and
teeth are first cousinsmade of the same basic substance.
Are you scratching and cutting into the protective enamel of your
teeth, tearing down with harsh, gritty tooth paste their chief defence against
decay? Every time you scratch, your teeth, you remove part of the surface.

YOU

COLGATE'S CLEANS TEETH THE RIGHT WAY
,

"

"Washes" and Polishes.

Doesn't Scratch or Scour

g

1. Loosens Clinging Particles
The most effective and trustworthy tooth cleanser for habitual use is one that offers the combined action of fine,
precipitated chalk
and pure soap. Thus, in Colgate's you get what
non-gritt- y

other trade."
What tho country

needs, Dr.
Wilson said. In a new birth of pato
triotism, loyalty
the flag and
obedience to the law.

modern science finds best.
Moredentists prescribe Colgate's than anyother
dentifrice. They rely solely on the merit of that
article guaranteed by a reputation of 115 years for
''Truth in Advertising Honesty inManufacture."

I

I

PERSONAL NOTES
OF THE STATE

I

I
I

2. 'Washes" Away
Gritty, soapless pastes may show "quick results."

If you scoured away your skin nature could
replace that. Silverware scoured with grit or
harsh chemicals can also be restored if damaged. But even nature will not replace tooth
enamel if once it is worn away. Decide on the
safe and sane method of cleansing teeth. Better
it is tcTuse a safe dental cream now than suffer
years of regret later on.

1

LAS EGAS.
The big event of the week will
be the St. Patrick's day pa'ty at
3peclnl Currenpoinli'lii'i. to Tilt, Jiiurnill i the armory Friday night, given
T.a
K M. Mnrch 12.
V(iFn
by the ladies of the East .Side
Nearly 2U0 replies to a question- Cathoiio church. There will lie
naire sent out by the chamber of novel entertainment features,
recommerce to over 300 members in- freshments and elaborate decoraof
the
dicate that the sentiment
tions.
The Friday Bridge club met Inst
organism places the following ten
or
as
week with Mrs. Hyron T. Mills.
importparamount
project.)
ance:
development
Agricultural
Judge W. F. Holloway of New
and colonization of farming lands; York City Is here visiting his sisto
meet
authorities
ter, Mrs. Elmer E. Veeder of New
urging county
all oilers of federal and state aid York City is here visiting his siflor highway; advertising tho ad- - ter, Mrs. Elmer E. Veeder, and will
vnnfairos nf the country to tOUrlstS. accompany Mrs. Veeder and the
advertising the adva itages of the body of her lato husband to Montfrom an agricultural gomery, Ala., where the body will
community
standpoint; urging construction of bo interred.
C. W. Phllhour has been elected
additional sewers, ttrcet paving
and extension of street lighting; junior warden by the Episcopal
establishment of adequate tourist vestry, to succeed tho late Elmer
camp; close contact between trans- E. Veeder. J. C. Gilmer has been
chosen vestryman to succeed Mr.
portation committee and railroads
for obtaining equitable rates; es- Philhour.
Las Vegas lias the largest Suntablishment of a fish hatchery in-in
this vicinity; direct efforts to
day school class In the slate. It
terest new capital and capitalists; has an attendance of 69, and Is
advertisement of industrial and taught by Rev. H. R. Mills, pastor
of the First Methodist church.
commercial opportunities.
of
the chamber
A meeting
The Las Vegas Auto Dealers ashas
entertained at dinner
Thursday night showed that it of sociation
of
the
,debt
paid off $2,000
Friday evening at the Castanedi
now
the
from
inherited
it
hotel
for
$4,000
the business men who
defunct Las Vegas Commercial will have exhibits in the auto and
club.
style show here during the New
The vote of the membership Mexico Cattle and Horso Growers
having practically turned down the association meeting here, March
Cowboys' reunion, it was decided 19, 20 and 1.
to have tho decision made by the
business men as to whether the TRIAL OF DALTOYON
show should be given this year, for
the eighth consecutive year. If CHARGE OF THEFT TO
the decision is favorable the comGET UNDER WAY TODAY
munity will raise d $5,000 in prize
ne in the past.
money, as it has
(By The Assoclnled l'rrw.)
March 12. William
Chicago,
Dalton, 17 years old, former bank
clerk, will be placed on trial for
the second time tomorrow on a
(Special torretDieoc la xue Journal.
charge of robbing tho Northern
Raton, N. M March 12. At a Trust company of approximately
direcent meeting of the board of
$700,000 in Liberty bonds.
The alleged robbery tork place
rectors of the Northern New Mexico Fair association, the .following during the noon hour at the hank
officers for the current year were where he was employed on Februelected:
President, A. L. Hobbs; ary 24, 1921. He is accused of
First vice president, William ,T. having walked out of the bank
Linwood; second vice president, with the bonds in a grip on preFrank A. Van Buskirk; treasurer, tense of going to lunch. He was
H. Erie Hoke; secretary, Ernest D. captured a lew days later at
111.,
Considerable enthusiand the bonds recovReynolds.
asm was developed at this meet- ered.
At his first trial the jury dising and every effort will be put
forth by the directors to make the agreed, his defense being his exfrom
best
1922
the
every treme youth and the magnitude of
fair of
angle since the organization of the his temptation. Since then he ha.
association.
his studies in high
continued
A communication
has been re- school.
at
ceived from tho department
Washington relative to a federal MARTIAL LAW NOT TO
exhibit again this year and the
outlook is bright for a larger exBE PUT INTO EFFECT
hibit for 1922.
IN BELFAST, BELIEF
The dates for the fair this year
have been fixed for September 12,
13, 14 and 15. This action is in
(By The Anoclnted rr
Belfast, March 12 (by the Assowith the expressed
conformity
opinion of many fair supporters ciated Press). The prospects of a
that earlier dates would prove ad- declaration of martial law grew
less today when the lord mayor
vantageous in every way.
military auSpecial efiort will be made to announced that the tho
existing
get the premium books out at least thorities considered
two months earlier than usual this regulations sufticiently strong cur-to
without
riotors
cars
of
year, because these books are the take
best advertisement the association tailing th liberty of
can have. Fifteen hundred books citizens.
Tho city was quiet Saturday
will bo printed and mailed out to
the farmers and cattlemen of night. a The campaign to isbrim;
processation of sniping
about
exMexico.
Thus
northern New
hibitors of the association will be ceeding.
A
woman
wounded
during the
in possession of all the necessary
this mornfacts In sufficient time to prepare shooting Friday diedtwenty-seconmaking the
greater and better exhibits than ing,
death due to the disturbances of
has been possible in the past.
week.
last
Last year the directors Inaugurated a public auction sale conducted on the morning of the last 75,000 PERSONS AT
day of the fair. This year the idea
BEACH RESORT SUNDAY
will be enlarged upon to the extent that the following classes of
New York, March 12. Coney
livestock may be offered for sale:
's
Cattle in carload lots, any regis- Island hurriedly threw off
tered livestock, and any livestock
spell today and mailo believe
actually on exhibit during the fair. it was summer, when more than
Thus the association will render a 75,000 persons, drawn to the seadistinct service to one of the vital shore by the balmy spring weathindustries.
Prospective
buyers er, suddenly descended on the reand Boilers are urged el the proper sort.
to
time
communicate with the of- ' The invasion started early catchficers of the association, who will ing the show men unawares, but by
give such matters prompt consid- noon, when the throngs had ineration.
creased to 25,000, the streets and
lanes echoed with the cries of sid i
show barkem ami 'hnt line" mer
NATIONAL HOSPITAL DAT.
March 12. Offi- chants.
Washington,
cials of the public health service
Bath houses were thrown open,
announced
their sanction of several hundred venturing into
today
the continued observance of May thA nhlllv .111.1 ..l.ll. 4hnliD.in.lB
12, anniversary of the birth of joyed the warm sunshine on the
Florence Nightingale, as "National sunus.
Hospital day." The service will
FOUR'S OFFEIt EN DOUSED.
urge the publ. to visit hospitals
on that day as an educational demAtli.nta, Oa., March 12. Henry
onstration In the efforts of better Ford's Muscle Shoals offer was enhealth.
dorsed
,
and resoluunanimously
tions calling on ccnKress to accept
Rain welirhlnir three nnumln
hln bid wore passed at a mass
heen Vnnvn.
3,000
meeting of apprxiniatelv
persons in the city auditorium
Red is the nuptial color ot China,

(.)

d

win-tor-

1

'

nil

Bishop H. Lester Smith of India
preached the annual conference
sermon before the New Jersey
Methodist Episcopal conterenco today.
Addressing the conference tonight, Dr. Clarence T. Wilson of
Washington, D. C, declared that
prohibition was intended to elimibrewer and
nate the
his domination in politics as much
waa
to
as it
close the distillery.
"The
light wines and
beers." he added, "made moro peofor
ple drunk, were responsible
more degradations of men and
families than the whisky trade, for
there was much less whisky made
than beer. The beer drinker and
tho wine drinker is only the whisky drinker and sot In the making.
To let the beer be made and sold,
is to open up full blast the brewery and the brewers' associations,
the saloons and the various kind
of public drinking places under
whatever name, and prohibition as
a remedy for the evils of the drinn
shop, corrupt politics, drunkenne.v
and drunkard-makinwould be n
joke.
"There will never bo such a
bill in the United
compromise
States and the brewers ought tn
take this hint and save their money, as the wise ones have done, bv
getting out and starting in some

Hey-wort- h,

BUICK 4

KM

'frllimTmTOfTtmni
I'.lili
Dliu
j 'i.iJ'i--

(B The AHorlnH-- Prens.)
Atlantic City. N. J., March 12.

officSTchoTeTby
fair association

THIS

;

Brewers Ought to Take the
Hint, Save Their Money,
Get Into Other Business,
Doctor States.

CONSULTS MEMBtRS ON
TEAK
ACHVIIIES

ALL WOOL

"WASH- "-

LiOUTIlTES

I
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Colgate's cleans teeth thoroughly
no dentifrice docs more. A LARQE
tube costs 25c why pay more?

Truth in nAvrtUina
implies honesty in manufacture

Answers to Questions.

J

It is classed CCT THIS
and a continent.
among tho continents on account

of its enormous size.
Q. For whom was I.eland StanK. O. J.
ford university named?
ancan
the
A.
get
reader
The Leland Stanford Junior
(Any
swer to any question by writing university was founded by Leland
Stanford and his wife, Jane Lath-roThe Albuquerlue Journal Inforas a memoiial to their only
mation Bureau, Frederic J. Has-klD.
'.
Director, Washington,
child, Leland Stanford, Jr., who
This otter applies strictly to in- died in 1SS4.
The Bureau cannot
formation.
Q. What is meant by the house
medical, and flag of a vessel? H, E. E.
pive advice on legal,
A. This emblem bears the definancial matters. . It docs not atvice of tho company owning the
tempt to settle domestic troubles,
renor to undertake exhaustive
vessel, corresponding In a way to
search on any subject. Write your a trademark.
Give
and
briefly.
question plainly
full name and address and enclose
two cents in stamps for return
postage. All replies are sent direct
J
to the inquirer.)
Q. Is there more money spent
Los Angeles, March 12.
for women's clothing than for Score:
U. II. E.
men's? L. II. J.
fi
3
4
Nationals
A. Figures of manufacturers of Chicago Pacific
3
9 9
Vernon,
of
clothing show that the value out
Batteries:
Osborne,
Aldridge,
products of concerns turning was Cheeves and Wuritz,
MrMullen;
men's clothes for a recent year
women's James, Glider, Love, Shellenback
while
$1,158,007,000,
and
Hannah,
Murphy.
clothes amounted to $1,184,099,000.
Q. What code Is used for wireless is it thesame as telegraph SQUARE DEAL IS ASKED
code? F. E. W.
A. The wireless code is known
BY JEWISH IMMIGRANT,
as the Continental Code and is used
BERNSTEIN DECLARES
opis
and
for wireless work alone
erated by means of a buzzer,
whereas the regular telegraph code
(By The AHaoeialrd Frriia.)
is- known as the Morse and is used
Now York, March 12. The Jewla
It
work.
ish Immigrant asks no exceptions
extensively for land
operated by means of a click. With in his favor, but demands that he
the exception of eight letters these shall not bo discriminated against.
codes are practically the same.
Jchn L. Bernstein, president of
Q. Which Is moro harmful, a the Hebrew Sheltering and Emicoffee?
of
a
of
or
beer
cup
glass
grant Aid society of America, deH. G. K.
clared at its annual meeting today.
A. The bureau of chemistry What is needed, he said, Is "an in
to
compare telligent and humanitarian viewsays that it is difficult
the harmfulness of one beverape point of immigration."
Statistics submitted at the meetwith another because of the widely
different effect beverages have on ing showed that of 107,300 Jewish
eom
different people. It says that
Immigrants who arrived in 1921.
people seem to iSave an idiocrasy only 490 were deported.
"A large number of tho deporwhich will result in makng one
substance more harmful to them tees were sent back because of excess
than another.
quota," Mr. Bernstein said.
Q. What la General Pershing's "Not one of these Jewish immigrants was deported for Immoralsalary? H. G.
A. General Pershing has the ity, criminal tendencies or anarchsame basio salary that General istic tendencies. , Why, then, this
While continued outcry agai.ist the JewGrant received
$13,500.
General Pershing was In France ish immigrant?"
his allowances amounted to about
SO YEARS IN PRISON'.
At present his
$4,000 or more.
allowances are about $8,000.
Orange City, la., March 12.
Q. When did Joseph Jefferson Peter T. Van Dried of Merrill,
first play Hip Van Winkle? D. H. la., was sentenced to 30 years in
the state penitentiary at Fort
A. Joseph Jefferson first appeared in this famous piny on Sep- Madison Saturday night followtember 5, lfiGo. Ills last appear- ing his plea of guilty to attemptance as "Rip' occurred at a Sat- ed murder. Van Dried shot his
wifo at their home In Morrill
urday matinee, May 2, 1904.
Q. What part of the country March 4, during a quarrel,
furnishes the most lumber? H. G
NOTED PHYSICIAN DEAD.
A. Tho forestry service savs
Chicago, March 12. Dr. Joseph
that the Pacific northwest furnishes the greatest amount of lumber, Lane Hancock, well known physician, naturalist and author, died
the south ranking second.
Q. What part of milk Is whey? here today. Ho was born here In
n,

Exhibition Games

-

M. E.
A. Whey Is

milk left from
Q.

dles?
A.

1864.

LEGAL NOTICE
AI M IMSTliA TOR'S NOTICE.

claims against the estate of said
decedent are hereby notified and.
required to present tho same to tho
undersigned In the manner anil
within the time prescribed hy law.
NICOLAS HERRERA,

Administrator.

Dated March 2, 1922.
NOTICE.
Last Will and Testament of Annler
Ellison. Deceased.
To Nora Jones. Albuquerque. New
Mexico; Mary Ellen Brady, 2430
Lexington Street, Chicago, Illinois; William Ambrose Sullivan.
1106 Post Street, Ottawa, Illinois,
and to All to Whom It May Concern, Greetings:
You oro hereby notified that tho
alleged La.st Will and Testament oC
Annie Ellison, deceased, late of th
nd State of
County of Bernalillo
New Mexico, was
produced and
road in the Probate Court of th
County of Bernalillo, State of New
Mexico, on the second
day oc
March, 1922, and the day of tho
proving of said alleged Last Will
and Testament was thereupon fixed
for Thursday, the thirtieth day of
March. A. D.. 1922, at 10 o'clock in
'
the forenoon of said day.
Given under my hand and the
seal of this court, this third day of
March, A. D. 1922.
FRED CROLLOTT.
(Seal)

In the Probate Court of Bernalillo
County, New Mexico.
In the Matter of the Estate of
Erlnea Cordova de Griego, Deceased.
Notice is hereby given that the
undersigned vns, on the twenty-thir- d
day of February, 1922. duly
ot the
appointed Administrator
estate of Erlnea Cordova de Griego,
deceased, by the Probate Court of
Bernalillo county, and having qualified as such Administrator, all
persona having claims against' the
CountyClerk.
estate of said decedent are hereby
I N" I STR ATR IXU N OTICE.""
notified and required tp present the In ADM
ot Bernalillo
tho
Court
Probate
same to the undersigned In the
New Mexico.
manner and within t e time pre- In County,
the Matter 01 the Estate of Elisscribed bv law.
abeth M. McGrath. Deceased.
JUAN JOSE GRIEGO,
Notice is hereby given that tho
Administrator. undersigned was, on the second day
Dated February 2.1, 1922.
of March, 1922. duly appointed
of the estate ot
Administratrix
ADMINISTRATOR'S NOTICE.
In tho Probate Court of Bernalillo Elizabeth
M. McGrath, deceased,
County, New Mexico.
by the Probate Court of Bernalillo
In the Matter of the Estate of county, and having qualified
as
such Administratrix,
Natividad Montano, Deceased.
all persons
Notice is hereby given that the having claims against the estate of
undersigned wbb. on the twenty-thir- d said decedent are hereby notitiad,
day of February, 1922 duly and required to present the samo
appointed Administrator of the to the undersigned In the manner
estate of Natividad Montano, de and within tho time prescribed b
ceased, by the Probate Court of
'
MAY McGRATH TIBBETTS,
Bernalillo
county, and having
Administratrix.1
quuimod as euch Administrator, all
persons having claims
the
Jated March 2. 1 9 2 2.;
estate of said decedent against
are hereby
,
NOTICE OF EXECUTRIX.
notified and required to present In tho Matter of the Estate Ot
the same to the undersigned in the
Rafael Rubl, Deceased.
manner and within the time preNotice Is hereby given that
scribed by law.
Chavez de Rubl, Executrix ot
DIONICIO BACA,
the estate of Bafael
Kubl, d;.
Administrator.
ceased, has filed In the Probata
Dated Fehrunry 23, 1922.
Court of Bernalillo
county,
ADMINISTRATOR'S NOTICE.
her final report as such
In the Probate Court ot Bernalillo Executrix and the court hns appointed Thursday, the 23rd day ot
County, New Mexico.
In the Matter of the Estate of An February, 1922, as the day for
tonlo Jose Herrera. Deceased.
hearing objections. If any there be,
Notice is hereby given that the to the approval of suld final report
undersigned was, on the second and the discharge of said Execuday of March, 1922, duly appointed trix.
Witness my hand and the seal ot
Administrator of the estate of AnCourt this twenty
tonio Jose Herrera, deceased by the said Probate
Probate Court of Bernalillo county. third day of February, 1922.
FRED CROLLOTT, 4
and having qualified as such Ad- (Seal)
Clerk of Said Probate Court
ministrator all persons having
,

Pe-tri-

New-Mexic-

the watery part of
cheese-makin-

What

Is used to color canC. R. V.
Aniline dye, In liquid form,

are added to formulas for candleB
In order to give the desired color
Q. Please give a formula for
grafting wax? A. C. IK.
A. The Department of Agriculture says that a good grafting wax
may be made as follows: Resin, 4
parts; beeswax, 2 parts: tallow Oi'
linseed oil, t part by weight. If
a harder wax la needed, use 3 parts
of resin, '2
parts beeswax, and 1
part tallow.
Q. Is Australia an Island or a
A.
continent
A. Australia
'.
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OUT
IT IS WORTH
MOXKY

Cut out this slip, enclose with 5c
and mail it to Foley & Co., 2830
Sheffield Ave., Chicago, 111., writing
your name and address clearly. You
will receive in return a trial ,.ai'.-ng- e
containing Foley's Honey and
Tar Compound for coughs, colds
and croup; Foley Kidney Pills for
pains in sides and b.ck; rheumatism, backache, kidney and bladder
ailments; and Foley Cathartic Tablets, a wholesome and thoroughly
cleansing cathartic for constipation,
biliousness, headaches, and sluggish
bowels. Sold everywhere.

H.

is

Secretarial,
Bookkeeping

Shorthand,
Typewriting,
Civil Service
and nil
Commercial
Subjects
Vaj and Evening; Sessions.
WESTERN SCHOOL FOR
PR IV ATE SECK ETA R I ES
Eltlitli St.
Tijcrus Ave. unci HOI-Telephone
.I

both an Island
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Handled Giuseppe Morello
and His Gang, a Thoroughly Bad

Part Lupo the Wolf
Played and Some of the Murders that

Outfit
;
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The

Marked Contests for Mob Leadership

it

u
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raked In a commendable pile also. Operated Judiciously this one graft should have
kept the gang in comfort for quite a while.
Now and then, to be sure, there would be
some slight misunderstanding.
shopkeeper
Perhaps some badgered
would take the long, long chance and kick
tho grafter out of his shop. But not so
often. It became o that Just as soon as
the wife of the bold one learned that a
member ot Morcllo's crowd had been refused money by her husband she sought
an interview with her favorite undertaker
and drew from the till the price of weeds.
I merely mention this by way ot giving
you something ot a background against
which I shall arraign Morello. Much has
been written ot him and told of him. He
has become enveloped In mystery. Ultimately he will be looked upon as a big, bad
man, but he wasn't and isn't. He was a
little bad man. He was vicious, vindictive
and dangerous generally. So far as I know

'VA

!

he confined his crime to his own race. He
was treacherous, but yellow.
His mob was, like all mobs, a fluctuating
quantity. Ho enlarged It or decreased it
to suit his immediate purposes. His staff
was composed of as sinister an aggregation of cutthroats as I have ever surveyed,
arrested and sent to prison. There was
Ignazio Lupo Lupo the Wolf. I give you
my word, Lupo needed only to touch you to
glvo you the feeling that you had been
And then there was Antonio
poisoned.
Cccala and Nicolo Sylvcstre, Vlncenzo
Giglio, Salvatore Clna, Giuseppe Gallichio
and Giuseppe Palermo.

,

.

A

pretty

mob,

that.

They all went to Jail together back in
The sentences
1910 for counterfeiting.
ranged from thirty to fifteen years. Lupo
received thirty and Morello twenty-five- .
Not so long ago Morello was paroled. The
sentences were heavy because while these
men were convicted of cheap counterfeiting only it was thought best to lay it on a
bit thick because the testimony became In
volved in so much murder talk and Black
Hand evidence that the good of the com
munity was taken into consideration by
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Judge Ray.
Inasmuch as this story has to do with
Morello, we shall confine ourselves to him
so far as may be. Now and then the
others will rear their homely heads, for
their endeavors were Interlocking, but it
was Morello who for years was the boss
of the Mafia in New York.
Morcllo possessed what education the
crowd boasted. Maybe I do a slight injustice to Lupo. Lupo was extremely intelligent and he was by all means the best
looking of the lot. But old Morello's was
the evil mind that planned and connived.
And as for his hand well, it could not be
called fine and Italian, but I assure you it

!

"A trifle merely; I desire silver for this small
bill." And Giuseppe would lay down the
worst imitation of a $2 or $5 bill poor
Carlo ever beheld. In the course of a
morning he would collect quite a bit of
silver.
At

the right is a study of Giuseppe Morello, one of the most troublesome case3
Chief Flynn ever handled.

By WILLIAM

J. FLYNN,

Former Chief of the United States
Secret Service.

which is in the province of Talermo.
Giuseppe left us
for Italy after he
was released from

was effective.

Trailing the Black Hand Letter
Interested the U. S. Authorities
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HILE we are on the subject ot
Sing Sing. He
unpleasant characters let us not daren't come
back,
(ail to pay our respects to Giu because
it is almost
Morello was bad thorseppe Morello.
a certain thing that
oughly, conscientiously and zealously bad. we
would be able to
When balances are struck and recapitulanow that he is
prove
tions made It ia seen that Morello never
a murderer.
The
made much money at being bad. It is
fact is that he has
likely he wasn't concerned particularly in
lost his nerve. He dare not come back.
amassing great wealth. There are a tew
If the electric chair doesn't get him the
men of whom you may truthfully say that
stilettos
or pistols of his former gang will.
they enjoyed being criminals. Old Giu- One becomes
fearfully involved when one
seppe was one of them.
sets forth to talk about Giuseppe Morello.
He could sally forth of a beautiful mora-jYou become dizzy thinking about him. He
equipped with a pistol or two and a
started out as a counterfeiter, but no blind
belt full of stilettos, and (I assure you that
man would be deceived by the stuff Morello
comlunch
return
for
not
do
I
exaggerate)
struck off. It looked as much like money
fortable in the knowledge that three or
as I look like John Carrymoro.
to
he
four of his worst enemies had ceased
Despite this Morello passed it. He seWe never could quite fasten lected
menaces.
bis victims.
lie selected Italian
That is, we merchants on the East Side who knew,
murder upon Giuseppe.
couldn't provide the District Attorney with first, that Morello was the head of the
sufficient corroborated evidence to make It Mafia in New York and, last, that he or
she who incurred the Morello wrath would
possible for the prosecutor to send Giudo well to settle up his or her affairs and
seppe to the electric chair.
prepare for the death that was certain to
But we were not alone in that inability. come. Usually it came with an abruptness
Italy couldn't jam him into one of its six that left the deceased's affairs rather
foot cells it reserves for murderers, al- chaotic.
"Good morning, Carlo Pelestrlna," Mothough all Palermo knows that Giuseppe rello would
say entering a countryman's
killed Giovanni Vclla, who, before be Irrishop on the East Side. "Your wife Is
tated Giuseppe beyond the latter's endur- well? And the children, ah, the children
ance, was Capo Ji Guardte Campestrl they are well? It gladdens me to behold
(Chief ot Sylvan Guards) In Corleone, you so happy, so prosperous, so successful.

r ,t
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People fight to enter your excellent shop,
Carlo Pelestrlna."
"Good morning, Padrone Morello," would
bo the reply of the uncomfortable Carlo, for
the sight of Morello in one's shop had the
effect of denaturing any existing cheerfulness. "Good morning, Padrone Morello.
Thank you, I am well and my wife, she is
well and the children ah, the children.
The baby Maria, she is so beautiful and
Tomasso and Ninolo and Ricci ah,
Nicolo and Ricci. But there is
something I may do for the good padrone?"
"A trifle merely. I desire silver for this
small bill."
And Giuseppe would lay down the worst
imitation of a $2 or $5 bill poor Carlo ever
beheld. Did Carlo protest? Did he try
to dissemble or court subterfuge?
Did he
lament the fact that In the till there was
not so much silver so early in the morning?
He did not. He produced the silver and
expressed hla vast gratification at being
able to be of so insignificant a service to
Padrone Morello.
In the course of a morning Giuseppe collected quite a bit ot silver. Ills assistants
CowrlKht.

ySl
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In the presence ot the staff Morello
would write a letter to an Italian merchant and mail it. Observe that he mailed
It. There again the United States Government took a hand in the affairs ot Morello.
Tho letter would inform the merchant that
the writer, who did not see the necessity
ot signing his name, desired money. It
might be $100 or $200 or even $500. Upon
receipt of this letter the merchant would
place the money at a designated spot where
the writer would be pleased to accept it.
Under no circumstances was anything
to be said about it, inasmuch as that would
cause a grave mlsundertsanding, and In
consequence the ears of the merchant
would be severed from his head by the
friends of the author of this tender sentiment. And there was the bare possibility
that the heart ot the disobedient merchant
might be pierced by his supplicant's bullets
were anything to go amiss.
You will understand of course that I am
The
not quoting the letters accurately.
phrasing, I believe, was somewhat differ- ent. I have preserved the sentiment, howMorollo would wait Just long enough to
be sura that the prospective victim had
received the letter. He liked to follow the
letter Into the shop by a matter ot ten
or fifteen minutes. That took nice gauging
of time. But to arrive immediately after
the letter was to find the merchant in a
more or less impressed state of mind.
"Ah, Padrone Morello," cried the
merchant, "you come like an angel
"at the moment I have greatest need for
your counsel. See here. I have received
threats. They would take money from
. Padrone Morello Is powerful in
me or
the Mafia, He Will make inquiries among
his friends and assure them that Pietro
Caporale is unable to pay so much money
nd has a beautiful wife and seven no
eight children to take care of."
panic-stricke- n

usual fate. The Lomonti brothers, In whost
capable bands the rule ot Morello had been
intrusted against the day ot the old
master's return, were shot to death la
Brooklyn. Salvatore Lo Jacano, who was
reared in the Morello school, but who blew
hot and cold alternately until he was not
trusted by the padrone, succeeded to
brief authority and In a short time he
joined the Innumerable caravan. The old
gang was split Into the pro and antl
Morellos and the factions began to solve
for the police an awkward situation by
killing off each other.
I will not attempt to itemize these killings. It does seem to be a shame that they
stopped. Very briefly I will set down the
method that was in vogue in these killings.
One Peccora went to Atlanta to see Morello
and returned to advise Lo Jacano that the
latter's manner of handling the Mafia situation was not at all to the liking ot thf;
master. Would Lo Jacano resign; get out

"Let me see this letter," replies the magnificent Morello.
"Ah, yes," he says when he has read It.
"It is outrageous. But no harm shall befall
Morello's friend Pietro Caporale. Neither
shall he pay those blackmailers $500. No,
he shall pay to Morello say $200, with
which the safety of Caporale shall be assured. You understand, Morello is not a
magician and that miracles come from
heaven only. But I shall strive mightily
and pay my way Into the mercies of tho
blackmailers.
It will cost yes, $200."
And that was a most lucrative business.
It was not always so immediately productive, to be sure. Sometimes three or four
letters were written. Some men are a bit
stiffnecked and insist upon having a word
to say about plans that affect them. Morello had a way with such. I'm of the
opinion that fifty murders could be traced
to the Morello-Lupoutfit.
There was nothing else extraordinary
about Morello's counterfeiting. As I have
said, the bills were poor imitations. I often
wondered why ho made them at' all, because he couldn't pass them as good money
except to the most Ignorant ot foreigners,
and that was a slender graft at best. He
and his crowd tried to pass one at the Iron
National Bank, Morristown, N. J., and that
tripped them up. They became too ambitious. They should have stuck to forcing
the stuff on the East Side merchants.
Therefore, I shall devote myself more
to tho personality of the man Morello and
to his career in Italy to a certain extent.
Ho was infinitely more interesting as a personality than hi3 crimes were.
We went to Morello's house, 207 East
107th street on the night of November 15,
1000. Morello was in bed with his stepbrother, Nicola Terrenova. We used some
delicacy in approaching that bed. Both
men were asleep, quite fortunately, and we
had virtually no desire to awaken them
until we were sitting on them.
Under Morello's pillow wo located four
fully loaded revolvers; beneath
five. That's bound to impress you.
You understand, now, our circumspection
in entering the place. And two of Morello's
guns were loaded with cartridges containing buckshot three or four pellets In each
cartridge. One might compare Giuseppe
to a one man war, and I frequently wondered whether he didn't fear himself at
times.
o

of New York?
Lo Jacano would not. That is, he would
not at the behest of Morello. If, on the
other hand, representative members of the
local chapter ot the Mafia came to him and
asked him to abdicate he would bow to the
will of his people. It was Gulllamo Cecce,
courier like Peccora, who took the news to
Morello in Atlanta.
Lo Jacano was murdered in bis own
house two days after Cecce returned from
Atlanta. You are compelled to admit a
certain degree of business efficiency about
the Morello organization. But the guns
barked too freely and the knives slashed
too cften. Morello was literally shot and
carved away from his throne. He wa3 released from prison knowing that his return
to New York would be tantamount to his
jumping Into the river with an anvil tied
to his neck. He knew he was through ted
his successors ia power knew he knew.
Tha old crimes to avoid punishment for
which he left Italy for America had become
outlawed. It was safe to return to the
old country. He did just that, taking the
boat at Newport News. What was ths use
running the New York risk? Besides, another man was serving time in the penitentiary of CIvIta Vecchla for the murder ot
Giovanni Vella, the chief of Sylvan Guards.
The unhappy prisoner is Francesco Orto-levHe has been in his cell twenty-twyears.

Terre-nova'-

a.

Woman Drew Wicked Knife
And Fought Off Two Men His Career So Varied
Connected Tale Is Impossible
Morello's
The furore was spectacular.
wife made herself extremely unpopular
with us by drawing a wicked knife. It
took two of us to get it away from her.
Bereft of the knife she subsided into tears.
She was to be murdered by the police. Her
great, good husband was to be slain. And
what was to become of these magnificent
children of hers?
She swooped the baby into her arms and
it was more or less noticeable that she
was stuffing something into the child's
clothes. She would go into the next room
and put her beautiful children to sleep and
then sho would go to the prison and be
mutilated by the dogs of police.
We relieved her ot the child after sustain-ing forty or fifty minor bruises and discovered that this loving creature had hidden in the most obvious position of the
'baby's apparel no fewer than six Black
Hand letters.
Probably I had better explain that whenever the great and magnanimous Padrone
Morello took pity upon a threatened merchant and received the frightened man's
money he would pick up the threatening
Black Hand letter and tuck it into his
pocket. It would help him discover the
writer, he used to say.
See? Our friend walked off with the
money and the evidence.
Morello's power lay in his mastery of the
gang that followed him. In himself he was
more or less Impotent because he lacked
the daring and the nerveless bloodthlrsti-nesto do his killing himself. He was utterly cruel when it came to decreeing
death, but it is a question whether he committed many murders with Ms own hands.
1

$

Lost Control of His Gang1
When Locked Up in

A

tlanta

When Morello went to Jail his rower
was menaced. He was in Atlanta, behind
bars. The youngsters were footloose in
New York. They had the power to undermine the imprisoned padrone and the desire and opportunity likewise. But for
more than a year Morello clung to the
reins, directing his band of the Mafia from
lis cell. A letter from him was obeyed.
At liberty also were some ot his old lieutenants, who for various reasons, including
loyalty, saw to It that the will ot the old
master continued law.
But presently absentee control met iu

I fail to tell a connected story ot Morello, inasmuch as there was no long sustained phase to his career. His activities
were multifarious as well as nefarious. He
struck where the striking was good.
Therefore I am 'setting down merely a
Series of pictures ot the man. Probably
I would do well to close with the story ot
Luigi Bono, who gave the Secret Service
some of the evidence that sent Morello to

prison.
Luigi

Bono was a grocer at 164 West
Houston street. He had paid tribute to
Morello in the usual ways, and, like others,
had become rather tired of it. When he
saw the handcuffs on Morello he managed
to find courage enough to tell us what he
knew. His testimony helped us a lot.
Luigi lived with his wife and innumerable children in a flat on the top floor ot 1
Hancock street. Not so long after Morello
went to jail Luigi became suspicious that,
despite the iron bars that detained the old
Mafia boss, his murderous spirit still
stalked through the Italian quarter, Lulgl
received notes telling him that he was not
ovcrpopular for his testifying. He wae
raided by Morcllo's free lieutenants, who
took what they pleased of his and slapped
his jaws when he protested.
One night he closed his shop at 9 o'clock
telling his business partner, Rosarlo Lapi-collthat he was going home. On tho
street he met one of his children. He sent
word to Mrs, Bono that he would be home
no later than 10 o'clock. Midnight arrived,
but Luigi Bono didn't Mrs. Bono aroused
the neighborhood.
i
They searched the
nil then tho
The latter pro.) t .! Hie goods.
rooff).
They found Lulgl utterly - :! with a not
pinned to his cheek with
Latpin. Tho
note read:
t
"This man was Morello's enemy."
They had gone to some pains to make
the killing impressive. They had removed
Luigl's ears and then his tongue. They
cleft his skull with a hatchet. Ordinarily
that would have been sufficient, one would
think, but this was no ordinary case. They
cut a few cabalistic signs in his chest and
legs and, called it a night.
Probably you are a bit tired of Oinseppe
Morello by this time. Very well, I ihaU
stop. But you may take my word for it,
you are no more urea oi mm man wo woro.
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by The New York Herald.
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By LAURA A. RIRKMAN.

MADE WITH

JAMS and add 1 glass of Jelly which you
IpESSERTS
AND JELLIES.
have previously dissolved in 2 cups
of boiling water, strained through
8everal readers hava written to cheesecloth, and cooled. This dessk me for recipes calling for Jams sert is good served Just like this,
and Jellies. "My children will not or you may top it with the sweeteat jelly on bread," say some of ened
stiffly beaten, with
these letters, "so I would appre- apple sauce added
to it (this is
ciate recipes that would help me called "apple snow").
serve the Jelly In an attractive
3
Jelly Roll: Beat eggs light, add
guise." I believe the following whl to thom gradually 1 cup of granube of help:
lated sugar, 2 tablespoon of milk.
Jelly Sponge: Turn one glass ot 1 cup flour mixed and sifted with
Jelly into a pint measure and fill 1 teaspoon baking powder and a
up the measure with boiling water. pinch of salt, and last add 1 tableStir until the Jelly is dissolved, spoon of melted butter. Line the
then add to it 1 tablespoon of bottom of a large meat pan with
granulated gelatine which has thin wrapping paper, buttering this
been softened in a very little cold paper well. Then
the batter
water. Sweeten to taste with gran- on this and bake pour
for 12 minutes
ulated sugar and turn the mixture in a moderato oven. When done,
into a mold that has been wet In- turn the pan upside down on n
side with cold water. Set the filled largo piece of wrapping paper
mold in a cool place for about one spread on a table and sprinkled
hour or until the gelatine has thickly with powdered sugar; now
begun to harden sufficient to ad- quickly peel off the paper which
here to the sides of the mold-t- hen is stuck fast to the bottom of the
beat Into it, with an egg beat- cake. Spread two full glasses of
er, one
which has boon Jelly (any kind of
will do)
stiffly whipped. Now put the mold over this upturned
back in the cool spot until the and roll up the cake at once, letmixture has solidified.
ting the powdered paper help lift
Jelly (ieltaine: Follow above-give- n it and roll. Ayrap this paper around
but
beatomit
the cake till cool. You must do tho
recipe,
simply
into the rolling very fast or the cake is apt
ing the stMf
hardening gelatine. Serve the gel- to break.
atine topped with a sweetened
Another way to use Jelly: Use It
stiffly beaten. If desired, as a filling for cake, spreading it
apple sauce (about 1 tablespoon between the two layers of a simple
of it) may be whipped into the white-cak- e
recipe, and frort ths
stiff
as well as the su- lop of the cake with uncooked congar; apple sauce, helps the
fectioners' icing.
to hold its shape and also
Jam may bo used Instead of Jelly
in any of these recipes.
gives a delicious flavor.
Indeed,
Jelly Fruit Cu.i: Slice 2 bananas preserves of any kind may be used
and 2 oranges into a dessert bowl in most of them.
egg-whit- e,
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Mrs. Frank A. Stortz will entertain bridge club at 2:30 p. m.
Eastern Star Socle club will
meet at Mascnic temple at 2:30
1

p. m.

VACUUM

TAKES

CLEANER
DRUDGERY

three-fourt-

ten-inc-

FROM

HSE1I

The astonishing progress made in
recent years in an sorts ot devices
to lighten the drudgery in homes
makes it almost impossible to realise that the ordinary
kitchen
broom waa a great improvement
in that line only a generation or

Tiie witch's round broom
of line twigs scratched the floors
"of log cabins and sod houses only
yesterday; they were a little tidier
than the coarse rakes that dragged
the straw, bones, and litter from
the floors of medieval dining halls.
But only a little.
It would be interesting to have
lone of the old school of New England housewives come back and
She
try the vacuum cleaner.
would probably think that it was
Wicked to have her work made so
easy since laziness was a sin; but
he would be sickened to see how
much dirt had been left in her
house after she thought she had
cleaned it from cellar to garret;
her love of cleanliness would probably overcome her scruples.
One machine on the market has
a revolving spiral bristle brush
which loosens imbedded dirt, chocolates dropped by baby and ground
in by father's shoes for instance,
and sweeps up all lint ravelings,
and surface litter. At the same
time the nozzle can bring to bear
the full power of suction upon
long or short nap rugs, wood
floors, or linoleum. The nozzle la
eo tapered that it can get into the
corners of all rooms and stairs.
There are attachments which
reach under heavy pieces of
which cannot easily be
moved, sweep col.webs from the
ceiling, brush out draperies, dust
d
chairs and davenports.
mattresses
mouldings,
yt pictures,
and books.
Three castors move the machine
easily and harmlessly over the finest floors; the dust bag is easily
removed; a quarter turn unfastens
the bayonet lock and lets the bag
Slip out to be emptiel.
But no
dust can get out until the bag Is
removed, the fabric is too strong.
Using the vacuum cleaner is the
best way to satisfy your conscience,
your husband, and your doctor.
o ago.

SOFT MATERIALS
MAKE NEW WRAPS
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Aa the artist sees Mildred Harris.
Mildred Harris, formerly the was considering a play which she
wife of Charlie Chaplin, has turn- would take to London to open
ed her back on the movies and Is there. She sighed a bit sadly and
looked as If a tear would fall any
aiming at drama on the legitimate moment and eaid: "Just think, I
stago via the vaudeville route. It may havo to spend tho rest of my
may be added by way of Informalifo between New York and
tion that anything that Mildred and leave forever my lovely Europe
turns her pretty back on is un- wood with its roses and treesHollyand
usually lucky, at least that is the green grass."
opinion formed on seeing her in a
Miss Harris Is a beautiful girl
lovely jade green dancing frock of with a wistful look. She has a
the backless style.
wealth of golden nalr and
Miss Harris has not made nnv blue eyes. Sho believes she large
marpictures for Bix months, although ried when too young. She was but
her laet work is Just being released 17. She nlso believes that Hollynow. She is playing on the Keith wood is painted much blacker than
circuit in a little sketch written it reallv Is.
"I know both Mabel Normnnd
specially for her and Is about to
take it into New York.
and Mary Miles Minter," she said,
Mrs. Harris, Mildred's mother. "and they m-- both lovely girls. It
who
her is the liangors-o- n
always
accompanies
at the studios
daughter, tells how Mildred's life who give tho enlony the bad name
is closely following her horoscope it bears.
As for th parties, peoas it was read several years ago. ple have to have them at thil.
That told how she would enter the homes for there are no amusemovies as a child, how she would ments out there. There are no
be married, how ehe would go on theaters, only one stock company."
the stage and finally be a successThen the pressing need of a hit
ful concert or grand opera singer. of practice with a new waltz for
on, no, Mildred did not believe her dancing arid an appointment
It. nt least she did not think so, she with mother to shorten her lovely
was not Just pure, but so many of preen frock brought the Interview
the things were coming true. She to a close.
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Bv ELOIS:
The new wraps for SDrlne fea'
soft and lovely materials.
Veldyne marvella, polnclanna and
kitten's ear are but a few of the
now names which greet one in the
coat shops this spring. The coats
may be plain straight-lin- e
models
or fancy cape styles, but unless
are
or
knockabout
they
sporta
coats they will always be made of
one of the lustrous new fabrics,
sort as to texture and color.
This wrap pictured here is fashioned of polnclanna cloth in the
new fallow shade. It la the type of
wrap which may do service for
street and dress wear. Wide sleeves
set in a large armhole with tassel
d
belt
trimming and a
lend a dressy touch to the otherwise plain Style. The collar may
be worn, high or open. This type
of coat Is the practical one for the
woman who Is limited to one wrap
a season which must do for every
manner of occasion.

ture

Journal Want Ads

chial and la grippe coughs, tickling
throat and hoarseness. It la good
for croup and whooping cough
of agriculture.,
Gray adds: "Worth its weigh!
One of the interesting features Mr.
effective."
In gold.
Marvelously
of the instruction has been rope Sold
everywhere.
work, which includes the various
practical knots and splicing of
Ravens pair for life, and uv
rope. Also the rigging of pulleys
and block and tackle.
One group the same nest year after year.
of four boys rigged a block and
tackle ready for action in BO seconds In competitive contest.
This work is under the supervision of the division of vocational
education of the state department
of education.
R. W. Foard, state
supervisor of agricultural education, recently visited the class at
Haton and complimented the work
being done,
Bennett Foster is the Instructor.
He is a graduate of the State Agricultural College of New Mexico.
The people of Albu
One Important project which is
querque prefer two
being promoted by Mr. Foster is
kinds of vacuum
the installation In the high school
cleaners. One kind
of a bacteriology laboratory.
This
has a motor driven
proplaboratory is a
brush, and the
osition between the high school
brush of the other
and the health department. The
is geared to the mowill be
bacteriology
equipment
tion of the maused to test the city water supply
chine. We consider
the Hamilton Beach
the leader In the
former class and
the Torrlngton In
COLDS
the Uv.ter. We have
both of them.
are soon "niDDed in th
m
without "dosing" by use of
H .
nQrura. to.
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HALMERS
SIX
STINGHOUS
LECTRIC
AUTOMATIC
RANGE

The clock turns the current on at the fle- sired time. The thermostat turns It off when the
desired temperature Is reached. Tour meal is ready
Just when yon Kant It to be. Moreover, food
which this range has cooked is wonderfully tasty
and wholesome. This is what one soon learns to
.
expect from electrical cooking.

ave An Invisible
Servant

LOOK FOR "REALTOR"

are real estate men
the National
Estate Boards, through
connection with their local boards.
When you see the word "Realtor" in
their ads you know they are responsible, ethical, and amenable to the high
standards set by the National Association. No matter where you are, you are
protected ' when you deal with a
Realtor.

REALTORS

'

r

g,

Demlng. Columbus, Socorro.
Magdalena, Alamogordo and possibly Gallup. Interest in Pythlan-laIs growing all over the state.
In Las Vegas the Knights of Tyth-In- s
recently adopted the policy of
meeting weekly, because of the Interest taken by the members in
Pj thlan affairs.

It is 'dependable, it is capable, and
it requires no supervision. It makes cooking a pleasure, and it gives us
better food than we have ever had before.
That is what an owner says of the W estinghouse Automatic Electric
Range, the range which you probably know as "the Range with the Clock."
Won't you go to your electrical dealer and ask him to tell you about the
Westinghouse Automatic, an'd to show you the exclusive features in construction and control that make it such a good range?
,THat saves me money, time an'd worlc.

.

This Is
Ko. 4 of
a scries

m

Albuquerque

Real Estate Board
REALTORS.

Albuquerque Gas
"At Your Service"

iil

.m.-t-2-

tassel-trimme-

IN THE SEAL ESTATE ADS

bring; results.

Finer
possibilities have been
developed in the New Series Chalmers
Six first product of the new Chalmers
organization.
The wonderful results of a solid year of
engineering, as embodied in
this New Series, will impress themselves
instantly upon the man who has driven
other fine cars.

CLEANERS

I no longer scatter her operations or
working forces run to one closet
lor the mcatchopper, to another
for the vegetable slicers, to another
corner for the coffee grinder, and
everywhere for the utensils for
Instead, the new
mixing cakes.
PYTHIANS
electrical unit is the base of opera- COLUMBUS
tions for all the main tasks in food
PLAN A CELEBRATION
preparation and there all she has
to do is snap the switch and let (Special forreaponilenp to The .lonmnl.)
the motor do the work,
Las Vegas. N. M., March 12.
George A. Fleming of this city,
CHALLENGES RECEIVED.
grand chancellor of the Knights of
New York. March 12. Challengand Hugh Williams of
es for the Davla cup from Japan Pythias,
Santa Fe. supreme repreentatl
and Belgium have reached tho will
to
a celebration to
go
' offices of the United States Lawn be held by attend
the Columbus, N. M
Tennis association.
lodge of the order the latter part
of the month,
The Columbia
Christian churches are the
Pythlans are planning on havln"
churches taxed in Japan.
an interesting program and a large
attendance ot visitors from neighboring lodges. Mr. Fleming will
make his official visit soon to the
Pythian lodges In Hurley, Lords-bur-

Always Healthful

"All
of
electrical
appliances,
course, have one inherent and
feature of inconvenience.
They must forever be attached to
the electric outlet while in use. If
there are not an adequate number
of conveniently located outlets to
which the fan or toaster or heat
pad may be connected, It Is not
easy to use them, and from the beginning that has been a serious obstacle to their habitual use and
popularity. People naturally want
to use these devices right where
they happen to bo sitting.
"There are ten pieces of walnut
furniture in the model set which
has been prepared by Mr. Becker's
company. The purpose In wiring
each has been very definite:
"lied The bed is provided with
three receptacles, placed under the
e
board at the head of the
bed to connect a heat pad, the bedside lamp, the fan, the baby's bottle warmer or a grill for the bedside breakfnst.
"Chifferobe
The 'chlfforobe'
has two receptacles for the convenience of tho man. They provide for the connection of a boudoir lamp or a shaving lamp, a fan
or an electric clock, and the wardrobe section is automatically lighted as the doors are opened.
"Dresser The dresser has four
receptacles to connect two candlesticks or a boudoir lamp, a violet
ray, or vibrator or hair dryer or
curling iron or fan.
"Vanity Tablo The vanity table
has two receptacles for UBe with
nny of the appliances mentioned in
connection with the dresser.
"Sewing Table Two receptacles
can be Installed for use In connectfor pressing work, a
ing a flat'i-olamp for evening sewing, the sewmachine
motor or a fan.
ing
"Dining Table The dining table
is undoubtedly the one article of
furniture most greatly In need of
its own wiring.
Although it is
usually not possible to operate
more thn one table appliance at a
time owing to the excessive load.
as a matter of practice It Is not
necessary or customary. Too often
an Indirect lighting fixture over the
dining table makes It impossible to
connect an appliance without running a tangled cord across the rug
md risking an unwary foot that
may Jerk the toaster off tho table;
and the attachment of table appliances to any type of lighting fixture
on the table is an abomination, because the hanging cords are both
unsightly and troublesome. Meanwhile the lighting arrangements
are not disturbed.
"Buffet The birffet Is fitted
with two receptacles which may be
used for connecting electric candles
or any cooking appliance which
might be operated by the maid at
tho sideboard or at the table. Al'o

VACUUM

fw..r(

electric mixer, the grinder, the polisher, or the flatiron,
"Kitchen Cabinet The kitchen
cabinet has two receptacles f or
connecting the same devicea listed
above for use on
a table, and in
addition a heating receptacle for
attaching a flatlron or a tireless
cooker.

types
dairying, milk - testing,
work and other phases

i'arm-sho- p

.

Cuticura Talcum

V

--

Harris

livestock,

over-stuffe-

The chief reason why the kitchen
cabinet became almost overnight
an indispensable part of kitchen
equipment was that it filled the
need of gathering together the
scattered elements of kitchen work
at one central point, or base of
operations.
Much the same will doubtless be
said of the new electrical unit, or
"kitchen aid," developed by a Troy,
The housewife
Ohio, company.

'

and milk from the various dairies
31 BOYS ARE STUDYING
which supply the city.
IN THE
AGRICULTURE
IIAO KNOWN IT
RATON HIGH SCHOOL WISHES HEsooxnrt
"I only wish I had discovered
(Special Correfipomlenre to T'tft Junrmil
Foley's iloney and Tar 60 years
Raton, N. M., March 12. The ago, as I have been the victim of
high school at Raton has 31 beys attacks of influenza nd bad colds
enrolled In Its department of voca- until I found this wonderful relief,"
II. Gray. 8r.4 Nowita PI..
These boys writes W.Cal.
tional agriculture..
Venice,
Foley's Honey and
have been receiving practical In- Tar
helps coughs and colds, bronand breeds of
struction In

fur-nlto- re

POWER FOR ALL WORK
OF PREPARING MEALS
IS IN "KITCHEN AID"

Mildred

W

V

great practical value.
With a
wired tea wagon the attachment
cord is carried to th nearest baseboard outlet and the appliances,
with shortened cords, plug into the
tea wagon's own two receptacles.
"Kitchen Table Tho kitchen table is the main domestic workbench, and more and mure electrical equipment Is becoming avail
able for use on it, Two receptacles
have been Installed to connect the

New Series
Chalmers Six $I295

left-sid-

egg-whit- e,

Danger of fire, which has always
attended the thawing of frozen
pipes, has been eliminated by the
advent of an electrical
thawing
device.
This consists of a generator set, complete with switchboard
and rheostat, mounted on a wagon
or automobile truck and connected
with tho water pipes by a flexible
ccrpper cable.
For ordinary purposes the pipe
thawer consumes ..bout the same
amount of energy as an electric
flatlron and forty feet of
Inch pipe can be thawed In
h
eight minutes or 800 feet of
pipe In two hours.
The department of public works
In Spokane, Wash., was the first to
adopt this modern method of pipe
thawing and tho machine is' generally regarded a" one of the most
valuable pieces of plumbing apparatus for use In the cold season.

MODERN LUXURY

low;

TURME.O

cake-botto-

Sciolal Calendar

ELECTRICITY

in summer a fan often stands here.
Table
The serving
"Serving
table is equipped in the same way
as the dresser.
"China PlflRt Tha S1. a nlnn,,
is wired to provide light with both
an ornamental ana a utlliarlan
purpose. On top there are also two
recentacles tn connect a t! nr An
electric clock.
"Tea Wagon The tea wagon Is
another case where wiring has a

"Electrified
Furniture" Is the
title of a recent article in the Literary Digest describing the introduction of the most modern of
house furnishings, many of which
have been mentioned prewously on
the Journal electrical page. Excerpts from the Digest article fol-

egg-whi-

THAWING PIPES WITH
ELECTRICITY
IS SAFE
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THE SANTA FK GRAND JCRY.
The editor of the Journal has been subpoenaed
to appear before the Santa Fe county grand jury
tomorrow for the ostensible purpose of procuring
his testimony concerning the disappearance of the
records of the Finance Board from the office of
the state auditor. We accept that as the actual purall sincerity,
pose and will do what little we can in
to enlighten the grand Jury.
a
However, we gave the matter publicity as
rumor only and did not assort its truth. We are now
.nvinrrf nf the truth of the rumor. The Journa;
absolute confidence In the veracity anrl
Lindsay who states that
memory of
minutes of meetings of that board were turneo. over
The corrobto the state auditor for preservation.
before
the grand
laid
be
will
which
orative proofs
conJury by Governor Lindsay will be convincing
firmation of his statements. We do not feel justified
conin giving these facts publicity prior to their
sideration by the grand Jury.
Public records have no logs. They can not walk
aro
away. Some one had to removo them if they
.'
gone. These records are gone. Who removed them
to
effort
make
will
every
the
trust
grand
We
jury
find out.
There probably is sufficient proof that the act
of 1915, as amended in 1917, did become operative,
even though the minutes of the Finance Board are
to bind the
gone. If It became operative so as
state treasurer, Mr. Strong has been guilty of a
Bank. The
felony In his dealings with the Santa Fe
this fact.
of
no
doubt,
will
notico,
take
grand Jury
The Journal would direct the attention of the
the law reprosecuting attorney to the fact that
the tenth of
quires state officers to turn over, by
the succeeding month, all funds coming into their
hands during any calendar month. The insurance
division of the State Banking Department did not
turn over such funds for many months and when
It did do so, gave the state treasurer a check drawn
on the Santa Fe Benk which he was unablo to cash
and was compelled to deposit to hiB credit in that
bank. This check was in excess of $60,000 and
derepresented money withheld by the insurance
of law.
violation
In
months
for
partment,
The Journal would alBO call attention to the
audifact that during the late fall of 1921 the state
tor gave the state treasurer a check of exactly the
same character on the same bank which the treasurer was compelled to handle In precisely the same
of
way and that this also was an accumulation
in
receipts for many months, held by the auditor
violation of law. The amount was in excess of
$65,000.

The Journal would call attention further to the
fact that the daughter of the state treasurer who
Is his office deputy as well, told the editor of this
paper that a few days before the failure of the
Santa Fe Bank J. B. Read, state bank examiner,
directed her to call her father by telephone and
tell him that he Read) desired the treasurer to
for
give the Santa Fe Bank for deposit, a check
$25,000 drawn on the u'lrst National Bank and that
this request was complied with in direct violation
of law. It Is rumored that Mr. Read later presented Miss Strong with an affidavit repudiating

her statements and demanded her signature thereto,
which she refused.
The grand Jury may well ascertain what relations existed between the state's official supervisor
and this bank, which led to this astounding request,
If it is found that such a request was actually made.
The grand Jury is entitled to every chance to
know why Mr, Strong had about $360,000 of state
money in this bank. There was a reason. A list
of the notes owned by the bank should be before
the grand Jury. Whether or not interest on this
ascerdeposit was paid to any one, is probably
tainable.
The Journal suggests that W. V. Gano, public
accountant, can throw some light on the administration of the Department of Education by J. H.
Wagner.
There are many interesting things aside from
heckling the editor of the Journal, which may well
occupy the attention of the authorities of Santa Fe
oounty.
CANDIDATES.

The Journal wishes to commend the efforts of a
disinterested group of citizens who are taking time
from, their businesses in an effort to find three men,
as candidates for city commissioners, who will be
acceptable to all classes of our people, thereby obviating the need of an election this spring. Whether
or not they can succeed is problematical.
Any man who loves Albuquerque should be willing
to sacrifice his personal wishes and become a candidate at the solicitation of such a group of men. He
Is not entitled to consult his own desires.
On the other hand, to mere wish to run for thin
office should not Induce any man to inject himself
Into this race in a way which will result in an unnecessary contest. 'Any man should feci reluctant
to file unless requested to do so by a representative group of citizens.
'
Harmony is what Albuquerque needs this spring.
Personal ambitions should not embarrass the situation, nor should reluctance to servo, handicap those
seeking proper candidates.
Any man who "musses up" a harmony program
will be roughly treated this year. When it is found
that harmony is impossible, it will be time enough
to file candidates and fight it out.
NO FEDERAL DEFICIENCIES,

President Harding will
earnestly with
Chairman Madden of the house appropriations committee to abolish the ancient practice of departments spending more than congress has allowed
them and then beseeching the legislative branch to
make up the deficiency. The executive already has
put his hand to the task through the budget bureau and unquestionably will take appropriate action
in discouragement of the "deficiency fiend," as Mr.
Madden designates individuals in the spending sections of government who "create deficiencies which
cannot be Justified."
No longer can; the country regard complacently
the contracting of bills for which payment has not
been provided in advance, save in exceptional cases

Several decades ago it did not apof emergency.
pear to make much difference whether there were,
or wero not, such deficiencies, for federal revenues
almost always exceeded demands upon the treasury.
We see row that It was wrong not to Insist upon the
departments living within their means the means
which congress assigned to them after consideration of their estimates of requirements for carrying
on their business. A bad habit was created. It is
this which the budget system was designed to cure
the ultimate effect being to put every government
activity on a basis absolutely economical.
When the deficiency habit grew up the only
embarrassment the treasury felt in consequence o!
unexpected demands for appropriations was the re
duction of its ability to retire the civil war debt
Even that was not serious, since the surplus annually was very large. The present condition demands that the national financiers "cut the coa:
according to the cloth."
The difficulty today is to find revenues sufficient to meet all demands without overburdenins
Debt service must be nicely calculated
taxpayers.
and provided for in the assessment of taxes. A
surplus In the old sense is not imaginable. Consequently demands for deficiency appropriations ars
They will have to be eliminated.
embarrassing.
And President Harding means that they shall be.

March-13- ,

OF PREHISTORIC ORIGIN HAS BEEN
REPORTED ALIVE IN PATAGONIA.

A HUGE BE ASTIE

UNCLE WTGGILY AND THE
STEAM BOAT.
"Good morning, Uncle Wiggily!

called Mrs. Llttletail, the rabbit
mother of Sammle and Susie, as
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Till
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.

M

boit."

"A very nice game,'' said Uncle
Wiggily. "I have never played it
myself, though I did have a ride
on a play train the other day. But
don't worry, Mrs. Llttletail, I'll see
that Sammle and Susie are all

A SPRIG POEK.
I lige the rogz ob Baidz boud goazd,
Alzo od by girld fidger.
Bud the rog I lub, I caddod lie,
Id good old fazhiod rog ad rye,
Thad id by bind doed lidger.
CHEOFFHE1' GAUCER.

right!"

So, having made a low and polite bow with his tall silk hat, the
bunny gentleman hopped along,
over the fields and through the
woods, and soon he was near the
Littletail home.
Just as Undo Wiggily was going
in he heard Sammle cry:
"Oh, look out, Susio! Look out!
You're in the water!
Oh, you'll
drown if you don't get out of the

o o o

Sir: Do you suppose it is merely a coincidence
that Miss Grace Stortz is to sing, "Why Don't You
Smile?" immediately following President Putney's
address at the Chamber of Commerce banquet tomorrow night?
EATON B. GOING.
Probably, but we are unable to account for Captain Heid being assigned to speak on "Drainage"
Swltzer sings, "April
Just after Miss Hortense
Showers."
o o o
A gentleman advertises In the Journal that he
has saxophones and horns for sale.
He is doubtless related to the man who sold
bagpipes and musical instruments.

water!"

o o o
O

four-pow-

O

VOIR STATEMENT IS OBVIOUSLY

UNNECESSARY.
Sir: A thin girl can fix up somehow or other,
PEG TOP.
but a fat girl has to go as was.
O

A HINT TO

O

O

THE THIRSTY!

OR, HERE'S HOW (TO GET IT).

If you find that you want it sans a big bill,
Ride out on the meBa where everything's still;
Then throw back your head just as far as you kin
Next open your mouth and let the moonshine in.
I I. QUID.
O

O

O

Book

O

O

O

PERFECTION

O

O

o

Mr. Magee's statement that he will under no
condition be a candidate for city commissioner is
most encouraging.
The power of the press lies in
pressing, not running.

chorus lady In New Yovk says she cannot see
why men are always talking about women's clothes,
as "they are always looking where they alnt."
A

DEDICATED TO THE C. R. AND P. R.
It's easy enough to be pleasant,
When the world goes by like a song,
But the man who writes giggles.
Manes races ana wiggles
When his copy is set up wrong,

she saw Mr. Longears hopping
along one day.
"Good morning, my dear Mrs.
Littletail," replied the bunny uncle.
"You are going to the store, I sup
pose," he added, as he saw a basket on the paw of the rabbit lady.
"Yes, I am," admitted Mrs. Littletail. "And I suppose you are
hopping along looking for adventures.
Well, as you hop past
would you mind stopping and looking in my house?"
"Not at all. I'll do that right
gladly," said Uncle Wiggily. "la
thero something new in your houso
that you want me to look at?"
"No, but I left Sammle and Susie home alone," was the answer.
"Susie wasn't feeling well. She had
a sore throat and I thought she
might catch cold If she went out.
I kept Sammle in because he had
s,
the
and he might
also catch cold. So I left my rabbit children playing, and if you go
past Just look in to see if they are
safe."
"I'll do that," promised the bunny. ""What are they playing?"
"Steam boat," answered Mrs.
Llttletail.
"They're playing steam
sniffle-snuffle-

Crabbscrawlings

O

For Little Ones
Copyright, 1321, by McClure
,
Newspaper Syndicate.

Many a man who has made his mark has a wife
who makes him toe It.

The only thing we have against the
treaty is that Mr. Bryan is for it.

Bedtirm Stories
By Howard B. OarlA

Mount Vesuvius is again in eruption, doing its
part to continue turmoil in Europe.

Writers and New Volumes

Corner-Abo- ut

the recipient of the letters. This
TW0-F0R-- 0M
was Miss Mabel Wagnalls, the
daughter of the publisher, to whom
O. Henry wrote gay little glimpses
'of his (struggle for recognition In Hal Evarts Writes

I

Paints a Little
Ansel's Portrait.

Miss Bottomo

'The Crylal Heart," by Phyllis
tome
(Century company.)

Bot-

tattle

isew York.

-

Dorothy

Speare,

author

Romance of

Country.

"The Settling ot the Sage," by Hal
(Little Brown and

of Evarts.

company.)
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The words
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Native,
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,
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Here'9 Pnyllis Bottome. author ot "The as well as novelist.
the
mountains and S
Dark Tower' una OLher novels.
'Three Soldier,' John Dos Passos."
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,
Native: "That's too much. Show me something
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ous works of tne author will not new uookr la the
for one pesos."
purport of many Hampshire farmers whose grand
believe tne happy chi. diiLod of Joy letters being received
o o o
muiim
ownea,
rstoiie to be an index of. her Holt & Co. Announced byon Henry
Albuquerque hasn't a vaudeville house, but one
their speaking, vast areas"confidencely"
of Mexico,
may, if one has the leisure, attend the meetings of tuture life, knowing that such hap- - lfall Iist aa ..New Poem ., the book whole sections of gold-shmounpy pink and white perfection is not,
the county commissioners.
slnce tncn twico changed ,t8 tains in Wyoming!
a favorite subject of the writer. tltl an(, hag b
o o o
In
his romance of the cattle
oeiayed on
Vollva is going to sail around the edge of his
being our first dip into Miss count o( changes that
6llthor county,
"The Settling
of the
flat world. Now to prove his theory, all he will bottome's works we cun only say wished to make in the text. First Sage," Hal Evarts
writes of a
that she certainly steps heavily on it was planned to call this new game of
have to do is fall off.
was a
that
the tragedy pedal in playing her volume of poems "The Last Coach-- 1
O O O
legitimate method of business in
own compositions.
WHERE IONOItANCE IS SUCH BLISS,
load and Other Poems"; then that the old days of the open range,
"The Crystal Heart" is the story title was
WE KEEP STILL.
dropped for fear some when the cattle men were moving
Sir: In your bachelor wisdom, perhaps you may of a certain trusting little girl who might be led to think that this new! their herds westward to their
new
be able to enlighten Chet, who inquired of one of believed the best of everybody and volume was to be Mr. de la Mare's holdings in
unopened country,
who withed nothing for herself. last
your contemporary colyumnlsts here:
Veil
"The
"Cal
.
.
Warren
. established a
publication. Finally
She devoted her early life to an
I notice the store windows are full of
other Poems" was chosen as post along the trail . . . and there
adored Invalid sister, who event- and
ladles' underwear at special prices.
Such
title.
the
conducted
the
permanent
business
of
ually died, ga e up her lover to
garments are not visible from the chest up,
a calling imnosslhta ,nH
another sister, and finally lost her
the knee down, or the whole length of the
unknown
in
any other than that
own mind and died of a completely
sleeve. The stores MUST sell them, but what
aay ana place.
shattered heart. Too much heroics
are they used for?
CHGO STEVE.
"The
LIBRARY
bull trains were in
AT
THE
long
in
a heroine like that.
O o o
sight from horizon to horizon every
In commenting on "The Crystal
A telephone in a house in Japan costs $10 per
hour
of
the dav. The irrlnrt nf
Heart," a reviewer in the March
month. News Item.
travel wore
the hoofs of the
"Probably Miss Bot
"The Gloss of Fashion," anony- unshod oxen,down
The language must be hard on the instruments. Dial said:
and when footsore
toms
On
wrote
this book
a dare, mous.
O O o
they could not go on.
sound
An eminent authority says we do not live In, to prove she could draw a female
With a Duster" bull for two with) tenderOne
feet was
character without faults or frail is "The Gentleman less
or on, whichever you prefer, University Heights, ties.
behere,
of
warren's
rule
perhaps
umuslng
trade. These
Being an unusually excellent cause more
but in Terrace Addition, and that we have no
caustic than in the crippled ones were soon made
she almost persuades us
to be writing about the Heights. Did Gibbon right
livu craftsman
to believe in Joy Fcatherstone. But "Mirrors of Downing Street." He sound in the puddle pen, a'sod
in the Roman empire?
flooded with sufficient water
sinners having so much more hu- holds up a glass which Is keenly corral
o o o
to puddle the yellow clay into a
man
than
we
trust
new
the
saints,
of
of
appeal
critical
.
UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS DOINGS.
aristocracy
layer of stiff, healing mud;
Bottome will return to flesh England, such as the
The real estate birds showed signs of Jealousy Phyllis
Repingtons then thrown
out on the open range
and blood in her next book."
and the Margot Asqulths, who to fatten
Thursday when the wrens started flirting with the
and grow strong."
Amen.
L. L. L.
stand in the limelight and offer to
snow birds "out where the sun shines."
L, B. C.
the lesser classes an example of
Mr. and Mrs. Gopher have started excavations
all that is fast, furious and
for a new home on one of the choicest lots in the
Heights.
BOOK ENDS
o o o
j
'The Enchanted Canyon." by
Secretary Wallace evidently isn't overlooking the
Honore Willsle.
fact that Albert's middle name is Bacon.
A story alive with the beauties
O O O
Mr. John Dos Passos, the young
Living models displayed ladles' hosiery in Wash- author of "Three Soldiers," whicli of the Grand Canyon and with the
attached to a New York
interest
has aroused so much violent conington last Monday.
That is being done in Albuquerque every day, troversy all over the country this orphan who finds enough inspira
not only by models, but some who aren't.
winter, is on his way home to tion in the natural wonders to car
O O o
America after a trip that included ry him through more than one
ATI! BUT LIFE IS CAY ON THE HEIGHTS!
France, Spain, Persia. Constanti- crisis of his life.
By Wire.
nople. Sheaves of reviews, bitter
2292-- J
to 2143-12 M.
attacks as well as superlative
"The Other Snsan," by Jcnncttc
"I know some Jokes.''
praise, have followed him half way Loo.
"Shoot."
across the world. Mr. Dos Passos
In this novel a New England
"Will Rogers says there are more mall robberies is working on a new novel for pub- farmer's wife finds herself in con
In this administration than there were under the lication in the near future and Is stant conflict between love and
last one, as undor the last one the robbers couldn't making arrangements for a French duty. Her control of this love and
This aftlrnoon I went a errand
tell when the mail was coming."
translation of "Three Soldiers." It the happy philosophy which she
"Haw! Haw!"
is said that several scenes which works, out to meet the situation for ma,' being ono cent change
"Will Rogers says he used to do a dance with were deleted as being too
makes her a T'onderful character. from it, and on the ways home I
Ann Pennington, but now he is doing the same and radical for consumptionscathing
the
started to go past Mommy
by
dance by himself, as he wants somebody to look American publio are to bo included
"The Blacksllders." br Willi am
store and there was some
at him."
in the French version.
Llmlscy.
"Ho! Ho!"
Aot since Babble and the "Littlo sour balls in the wlndo with a sine
"Will Rogers says the only man who is Rotting
No less than five novels of the Minister" has any wearer of the saying. Wile thoy last, 3 for a
any prosperity out of the present administration Is west wero published in January cloth been led so merry a dance cent. Me thinking, G, if ma gives
Will Hays."
and February by Littlo, Brown & as Alice Hnle led the h?ro ot this mo this cent 111 buy 3, ony G, by
"Hee! Ilec!"
Co. Their names and locale are: novel. Alice Is beautiful and con the time J go home and see if 1
"A young woman told Joseph Hnrgeshclmer she "The Hidden
sidered by her small-tow- n
neigh can have the cent and then come
Places"
didn't like a certain young man. as he reminded her British Columbia: "The (Sinclair),
Klder cf bors to be a pagan surely no fit back the sour balls mite not last
three times during one evening that he was a gen Golden Bar" (White), Wyoming;
companion for godly young divlno. that long, O, well. G, I gess 111
vvnat naa you been saying to the young "The Settling of the Sage"
the lovely, sophisticated pagan Jest take a chance.
tleman,
(Evarts) But
man.' Inquired Mr. Hergesheimer."
"The
And I went in and got 3 sour
White Desert" cannot endure to see a young man
Wyoming;
"JIar! Har!"
(Cooper), Colorado, and "Shep- of such possibilities so dehuman balls for the cent change, and
he
ized
calls
"Goodbye."
religion, and wen 1 got home I sed to ma, Hay
herds of the Wild" (Marshall),
by what
.
neither will ne see ner Boul go to ma, will you give me a cent if I
"Goodbye."
Idaho.
O O O
destruction If he can help it. There tell you something?
LET US LIVE WHERE WE LIVE.
"The Gang," Joseph Anthony's is a fascinating background of
If you have enythlng you wunt
characters.
Why should I live in the Shadow of Death,
to tell me, tell me, I dont Ilka
story of New York's upper east small-tow- n
When the fullness of Life is so sweet,
is
these bribery methods, sed ma.
side,
being brought out in EngWhy should I dwell in the thoughts of the grave, land under Jonathan Cape's Im- GOOD FOR THAT "FLU" COUGH
Meenlng to tell her free of
Or the end that I later must meet?
Mr. Anthony himself
print.
has
For quick relief from the wear- chardge, and I sed, Well G, mu.
Just made his debut in London
ing coughs that "hang on" after gosh, holey smoaks, you awtent to
Give me the Joy of the hour In my soul,
where he recently opened his office the grippe
or influenza, take discurrtdge me wen Im trying to
Let me sing of the Joy that I feel,
as English representative of the Foley's Honey and Tar. Mrs. K. D. find a honest way to make a cent.
The sepulchre yawns but once for each one,
Md. writes: "After
O, dont be so abserd, sed ma,
Century company.
Chllds,
Drake,
Then it draws as the magnet, its steel.
an attack of the flu th t left me and I sed, Well, well will you, ma?
There hae long been a legend with a severe cough nothing seemWill I wat? sed ma, and I sed
Come, let us live with the good things of life,
among O. Henry's admirers con- ed to relieve me till T tried Foley's Will you give mo a cent if I tell
With the clean and the true, while we may,
nected with the publishing world Ilonry and Tar which I can highly you something?
And oast out 111 thoughts, like one unafraid,
s,
that a packet of the great short recomme- 1." It is also good for
Noj oerteny I wont, wat
And reap the rich lieritagc, today.
Id drather give you a cent
story teller's letters, many of them croup, whooping cough and colds.
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"Gracious goodness me sakes
alive and a milk bottle full of Ice
cream," cried the rabbit gentleman. "Susie in the water! I must
save her! I suppose they have been
playing steam boat, near the bath
tub and she has toppled in! Oh
my!"
Up the steps, three at a time,
leaped the bunny. Into the house
he hurried, crying:
"I'm coming! I'll save you, Susie!"
Uncle Wiggily was Just going to
hop usstalrs to the bath room
when he happened to look in the
dining room, and there, in the middle of the floor, he saw Susie
sprawled out, kicking her legs as
fast as she could kick them. Sammle, in a big wooden box, near
Susie, was dangliig a piece of
clothes line to his sister.
"Why, Susie, what's the matter?" asked the bunny.
"Why
aren't you in the bath tub?"
"In the bath tub?" asked Susie,
In surprise, turning over on her
back and laughing.
"I had my
bath this morning, Uncle Wiggily,
If you please."
"But I heard Sammle shouting
that you were in the water, Susie!"
"Oh!" laughed Sammie, with a
twinkle of his pink nose like his
uncles. "I see what you mean.
Tliis is only
Uncle
Wiggily. you see we're playing
steam boat. This box is the boat,
make-believ-

e,

IK
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FOR RENT
POK
FOB

The doggie boy threw

spelling book

Rooms

ill

W t Gold.
Room.
Weat Copper.
FINK modern room, ladlea. Ph. 2369-F''R RENT liooiu, witn ,ep!ng porch.
803 North Krllth.
FOK KENT
Lovely furnished room. 120
South Walter.
FOH RENT
LlKht houaeHeeplng rooms.
.
21tt West Central.
fcX RENI lltid room, ateam heat, best
location. 216 North .N'lntli.
PUHN1BHEO roomi, bath and"Tfephnnei
no tick. 417 West Bllvcr.
FOH
RENT
Fu.'.iished rojm. SIS
)

NT-B- oom,

M

KENT

South

Walt-r- ,,

phone

H67-.-

FOR

RENT
Three furnished
room
modern, (ras. 9U7 Soi
Third.
FOR
RENT
Large unfurnished room,
like new. 124 South Edith.
FOH RENT
Two rooms Mr light housekeeping. 423 West Iror.; no sick.
FOR RENT Llsht housekeeping rooms,

over

WoolworthJltajt West Central.
RENT Two furnished" rooms for
llsht housekeeping. 1727 West Central.
STEAM HEATED room; reasonable; no
slk; also iraraire. S2l North Fourth.
ROOM and sleeping
porch,
bath .11)1 South Edith, phoneadjoining
U40-J- .
FOR RENT
Neatly furnished sleeping
room, close In. Steam heat. 317 Rnuth
Third.
FOK RENT
Rooms fur light housekeeping; no sick, no children. 902 South,
Fourth.
FOR RENT Two rooms for light
g,
or rooms and board. Fhone
1909-R- .
FOR

FOR RENT Three rooms and sleeping
1201 Hmiih
porch, nicer furnished.
Walter.
FOK RENT Very large front room In a
(17
private home, close in: no sick.
West Gold.
FOR RENT Two furnished rooms and
sleeping porch for two: no rhllitr.n.
110 South Walnut.
FOR RENT Nice :arge furnished front
room In quiet home. 112 Der month.
736 Smith Edith.
FO RRENT Two furnish d housekeeping rooms, ultabk or two adults.
S
h Third.
FOK RENT Beautifully furnished roo n
In modern home.
Mrs. Fred Hamm.
623 North Second.
FOK RENT
Furnace heated front room,
ground floor, adjoining bath. 609 West
Fruit, phone 2042-FOR RENT sleeping rooms: also lliht
housekeeping rooms. Imnerlal im,r.
First and Cer.tral.
FOR RENT Furnished
room.
front
team heat: r.lso room and teeninc
porch. Phone 53'iS-FOR RENT Three rurnislied rooms and
sleeping porch, newly rjaoered and
painted. Phone 1S04-FOR RENT Comfortable sleeping room,
seven windows. outsldF entrance; very
reasonable. Phone 1454-R- .
FOR RENT Two furnished rooms for
ugnt house 3ep!ng. reasonable: adults:
nn sick. B13 South Arno.
FOR RENT Well furnished bed room
adjoining bath. In private home. :i
South Arno, phone 1962-FOR RENT South sleeping porch, with,
dressing room, next to' bath; also front
room. Phone 414 West Gold.
FOR RENT Nice, clean rooms for house
keeping and sleeping; under new ntn
agement. 121H North Third.
FOR RENT Nice large room, well vn
tllated, furnace heat; also small room.
next to bath. 108 South Arno.
IMPERIAL ROOMS rice, clean rooms;
rates by day or week. Over Futlm
Theater, 21 Hj West Central.
FOR RENT One large front bed room.
nicely furnished, private family: ne
lck. 517 West Gold, phone 1515-ELGIN HOTEL Sleeping rooms and!
housekeeping apartments, by the day.
S021
West Central.
week or month.
WOODWORTH
Newly furnished, nice.
clean rooma and housekeeping apart
ments, by day, week or month, til
South Third.
FOR RENT Two nicely furnished rooms
for light housekeeping,
treat, lights, I
water and phone paid; also sleeping
rooms.
323 South Fifth.
MAN EMPLOYED,
will share room and
porch with congenial partner; no
to healthseeker If not bed pa
tlent, 113.60 per month. 212 North- High.
FOR RENT Exclusive, well furnished
room, with large sleeping porch, hot
water heat and bath; centrally located.
621
Garage If desired. Phone 1744-West Coal.
FOR RENT Strictly high class room.
north, east and south exposure, aoiith-ea- st
sleeping porch, private home, best
residential district; gentleman preferred;
no sick. Call 970.

FOR SALE

two-for-o-

six-in-

1922

Furniture

FURNITURE REPAIRING and upholster-In- g.
Phone 471. Ervln Bedding Co.
FOR SALE Davenport, two dresters.
bookcase,
tlx chairs, piano, musls
cabinet. 615 Weat Roma.
FOR SALE Dresser,
chair,
rocking
SIS
small heater; very reasonable.
North Sixth, phone 1166-J- .
FOK SAIE Dressers, 111.60 up; high-graused furniture, new mattresses;
see us before buylrg anything. S25 8outh
First.
FOR SALE Single mattress, double matoak bed
tress and springs: three-piec- e
hi$. room
set, t..o rockers, kitchen table.
Phone 2191-mornings.
FOR SALE Furniture at factory prices
which makes it cost less than econd
is wa- hand
goods. Come and see tor yourself.
go in American Furniture Co.. S23 South

and the carpet, all around,
ter 'cause a boat has to
water, you know. And Susie made
believe to fall overboard into the
water, and I'm pretending to save
her with the clothes line."
"Oh." said Uncle Wiggily, eort
of faint like. "I see! It's only
play water."
"Yes," answered Sammle. "Go
on, Susie, wiggle your legs soma
more and make believe swim, and
then grab hold of this rope and
I'll pull you back Into the boat."
So Susie did this and soon she
and Sammle were making believe,
steam boat again, Sammie with the
fire shovel for a paddle and Susie
with the flour scoop.
"We're making believe the engine of our steam boat won't steam
so we have to paddle," Sammle
explained. "Don't you want a ride
In our boat, Uncle Wiggily?"
The rabbit gentleman liked to
play with the children, so he took
his place in the box which stood
in the middle of the dining room.
The green carpet was the ocean
water.
Uncle Wiggily was steam boating nicely along with Sammle and
Susie when, all of a sudden, in
through the door came the bad
Woozie Wolf.
"Ah, ha!" howled the Wolf. "You
left the door open, Uncle Wiggily,
and I came in to nibble your ears!"
The bunny gentleman
didn't
know what to say, but, all of a
sudden, Susie bravely cried:
"Splash water on the Wolf!
Splash water all over him, Sammle,
with your fire shovel, and I'll
splash with the floor scoop." And
the animal children flapped the
shovel and scoop very fast indeed
"Oh, don't!" howled the Wolf.
"It's so cold outside that if you
splash water on mo it will freeze
to my fur and I won't be able to
walk! Don't splash water on me
and I'll go out!"
And out he went, not nibbling
Uncle Wiggily at all.
"Ha! Ha!" laughed Susie. "He
thought I meant real water, when
I was only making believe.
Ho!
Ho!"
Sammle and the bunny gentleman laughed also at the way Susie
fooled the Wolf, and f the littlo
pig's green hair ribbon doesn't turn
pink when it jumps over the red
ink bottle, I'll tell you next about
Uncle Wiggily and Jackie's fast
1
.
run. . "

FOR SALE Furniture, including tables,
chairs, dressing table, stoves, check
protector, mirrors, rugs: going out of
buslnees. Barnum Studio, 219V& West
Central.
FOR SALE Beautiful
mahogany bed
.
room set; also Rose Wilton rug, cheap;
r.s
new.
614 North
used;
slightly
good
Fifth. Home Sunda:-- , or see Mr, Town-sen- d.
.T O.
Penney Co

PERSONAL
DETECTIVE AGENCY.
Phone 266.
ioi
PHRENOI.Of 1ST.
U.
Analysis.
Stanford. tJnlveraUy Heights addition.
PRIVATE BARBER for homes: chil-drehair cut SB cents.
Perklna
Brothers, phone 1S67-CHILDREN'S HAIR CUT at their homes.
85a: ladles' shampoo, mens hair cut
and shaves at their home, by Perking
Brothers, phone 1967--

FOR RENT
FOR

KENT-

Ranches

-

alfalfa, under main ditch, two miles
north ot town. Postofflce box 313. city.
FOR TIENT Twelve-acr- e
ranch, under
ditch, mile and
quarter 'south of
bridge; one acre fruit, three acres alfal-f- a:
low rent. F.. JKP t el rt ley. Lamy. N. M,

LEGAL NOTICE
Last Will

"

notice
and Testa

milo Berardanelli,

lent of Ca
Deceased.

To Ronlta P. de Berardanelli. Albuquerque, N. M.; Melinda B. Mon-toy- a,
Santa Fe, N. M.; William
Berardanelli, 312 Belmont Avenue, La Junta Colo.; Fred Gu
rule, Hilarlo, N. M., and to All

Others to Whom It May Concern,
Greetings:
You are hereby notified hat the
alleged Lnet Will and Testament of
Caniilo Berardanelli, deceased ,late
of the County of Bernalillo
and
State of New Mexico was produced
and read In the Probate Court of
the County of Bernalillo. State of
New Mexico, on the seconi, day of
March, 1923, and the day of the
proving of said alleged Last Will
and Testament was thereupon fixed
for Thursday, the thirtieth day of.
h. A. D. 1922. at 10 o'clock in
J'
the fivnoon of said day. .
,
Given undor my 1 nd and the
seal of this nirt, this fourth day
of March, A.
1922.
(Seal)
FRED CROLLOtT.
County Clerk.
.

I.

.

more, thanks, ma, I sod.
And I quick ran out and sat om
the frunb steps and sucked the 3
sour balls feeling honest.

Advertise in the Morn-

ing Journal for
results.

best!

,

KINGSBURY'S; KOLUMN
WHY HESITATE
BUQUERQUE'S

WHEN

BRINGING UP FATHER.

Y

ALIF

q ROWTH

r

A KEF.V HOME.
Located in a very fine restrict-

HAVE1

Fult SALE

North Edith.

'
,

Phone

MISS SHIS
ehliigle bungalow, built-i- n
features, bath, electrlo llgl.ts, wit) very
nice furniture; also chicken house and
yard. All for only f 3,000.

907--

Houses
brick house, on
2401-I1-

New house In new part of
town; terms. 1609 North Third.
FoU" rTAi.K llrick.,
nine large rooms,
JS.000;
cash. 124 South
Kclitlr.
Five-rooFOH, SAL!'.
modern home,
close tn and convenient to shops. 420
West Coal.
FOH HALK Kent or trade, new houae
;
In University
will take In
KA I, ft

Ford car. Phone 806-FOIt BALE Three-roohouse, near
shops, 420 West Atlantic, cheap for
ensh. Inquire 404 West Lead. rear.
FOR
modern
ily owner,
house, two large porches; terma if
n
1117 West Kent, block west
purk.
FOR SALE By owner, suburban home,
four rooms and sleepirijr porch, city
water, fruit tre'S, grape arbor. Post-offic- e
box 213, ciiv.
100 DOWN and $20 a month are the
terms on a brand new Mngl bungalow; two large rooms and sleeping porch,
Phone 410.
price $9,r.O.
FOR HALE on curlier, lot 100x14:1, thrue
room house and two room house, with
sleeping porch. For quick sale $1,100
cash. 1703 .South A rno.
$200 DOWN and $25 a mouth will buy
you a well-buiadobe, plaBtered white,
s'iingie roof, good floors and brand new,
1'rlce Jtflf.0.
J'hona 410.
FOR SAJ.E By owner, 718 Went Coil,
,
frame stucco, 4 rooms and bath, 2
large porches, newly decorated, vacant
Torn
If derired. Phone 180.1-A BARGAIN, five-moYiome in Fourth
ward ; two
glassed-i- n
porches, fire
plane, gas. $3,300; twelve hundred Will
handle; nnlance like rent. Phone S48.
FOR SALE OR RENT Hi nrana new
four-roohouses, corner Ninth and
Coal; will sell one or all on reasonable
terms. Pee F. H. Strong, or L. C. Dennett Phones ft nr 145.
brick house;
FOR SALE Five-roomodern; well situated on car Una tn
house
has
hot
air heat.
T.tghlands;
Klassed-l- n
sleeping porch, and Is corn
!
furnished.
Price
very retson-ftble- ;
ptetely
Phone 1521-J- ,
good terms.
FOP.
SALE New University Helifhte
hnuse; furnished or unfurnished;
conveniences: furnace, fire
range, breakfast nook, sun
place, electrla
Plinne 15H3-parlor. 1 1T Princeton.
One of the nicest nomes in
FVH
Bpanlsh
University Height,; five-rootype adobe, new and modern throughout;
large porches, hot water beat, basement,
paruRe, hardwood floors; house is well
furnished. See owner. 117 South fitmrd.
The grafters trotting double
XOK SAIE
Don't need your
prfee, for property.
I do. Here Is your choice of
money
twelve new houses for 11,500 to $1,800,
ell nicely furnished; now come. Investigate and quick. Jtoom 7, First National
A Heoson
llonk bulldlns.
Wy."

FOR SALE
iuK

Ranche

small ranch, three-fourtl- is
mile west of bridge; modern bouse. A.
J. Jurnea.
- ranch find team.
FOH SALIi 160-a- c
two miles from Hu.nnur Springs. N. M.
clty
phono 1817-I'OIt SAi.K OH TKADE Some good
ranoh and town properly. In Colorado.
What have you? Phone Qg-HIU OI'KNINO of farm and rock lands
Chame, Valley this
In tl.e beautiful
urlnit.
.Ite K. Heron, Chama, New
SALB--

A

Mexico,
FOH SALE Thirteeu-aer- e
rood
Town boulevard:

ranch, on Old

,lxrnom house
of

and out bulldlngr; nlfnlfa; all klnda
fruit and berries; owner leaving account
of h.taltlr.
Phone 848, or oner. --'117 K
tract In Frultvale,
FOH SALE Five-acr- e
miles
out, near jmved road; finest
four
grape vineyard land In valley; anap; $100
an acre, oasy terms to right party. Av
ply room 16, First National Bank build'
Ing.
FOH SALE

22,000-acr- e
1 K LEASE
past
ore and farm land, fenoed, with good
three
and
water,
grass
Improvements,
mllea from railroad. For particular, see
It. M. Watts, 70'i West Slate, Albuquer

que. New Mexico.

DRESSMAKING
By the day or at noma.
302 West iron, phone ltrjn-j- j
Mrs. Foster
WANTED
Sewing.
North Fourth, phora 12HD-U EM ST ITCH I NO, Dleatma. Williams' Mil'
llnery, HOC South Broadway, ph. 777-- J.
WAN'I'ELi
8ewltig,
suits, dreseei, re- lnd and mads over; reasonable price.
,?!! West Lead.
box;
PI.EAT1NC1, accordion, side and
..niall orders. N. Crane, Sift North
vFcventh. crane Apartments, phone 314.
DRESSMAKING

"nCost a nTTfound

Call at Kd
Lady's handbag.
identify and pay for ad.
'LOST Focketbook,
ootitulnlng money
reward If returned lo Una Spauldlnif.
loll East Opper.
Hoston bull d"g. an
l.osr Wlillu fnca nf
."Fatsv:" reward.
etyr, t" nam,
iiLliirn to 1 n 5 West TUorai, phone
FOUND
Arrow,

.lmus

14S1-W-

.
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r
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I

MAY
AND

WOULO!

"blN-J- i

V

'

.

o

IN
NOW.1

i

POSITIVELY

hot:

V

I

i

WHY
I

YOU IsAlO YOUD

vouLO-eu-

ARK

r

VOU LOOKIMi
NICK NKW UO.M13?
so, wi have it right now.
Just bolmr finished and in a

FOIl

HEARD YOO

If

It's

KNOW YOU

TIT
'

A

dandy. Has living room with
book eases either side of. fireplace, dining room with built-i- n
china closets and bay
kitchen with cupboards,
etc.; sun parlor li:ts southwest
exposure, bedroom, bath, glutted sleeping poi'. h, closvts; oak
floors throughout;
ail rooms
nira sized; Areola heat; south
beautiful
front,
huge front
buck porch,
garage;
porch,
nice sized lot, located nicely in
fourth ward. You'll admit it's
worth tivo price. Attractive
terms if desired.

cvs'r- -

W ME;"bltsC- -

ZAPF & CO.
Realtors,

G,

s;

I

back
porch, basement, lawn, sidetrees,
walk,
gataffe, plenty of
fences, etc., all
outbuildings,
on a corner lot nicely located
on bouth Waller street. (Jood
furniture can be had with this
home If desired. This home
must sell at once; naturally the
price Is rljtht and good terms
may be arranged.
If you want a real home In
Highlands you will want to
see this.
.

Realtor.
Loans and Insurance.

FOH

TO HEAR

1952

DO.T'T

Jlve-roo-

BARGAIN

MR,

HUNTER

Large brick, with porches, suitable for tour apartments, on a
lot worth $3,000. Paving paid.
Can be had at a bargain on good
ACKERSOV & GRIFFITH,
terms. Don't wait. Come on.
Realtors.
SHELLEY REALTY CO.
120 8. Fourth.
Phone 414.
Realtors.
115 6. Second.
Phone 727--

FRUIT

TREES

SHADE TREES AND ORNAMENTALS
FROM ALBUQUERQUE NURSERIES
Get Your Order in Now. Write
for catalog.
3. T. YOUNG & CO.
Albuquerque, N. M.

RANCH NOT SOLD YET
better hurry, or if you
want a nice country home, here
You had

it is. Must be sold in 3u days.
Phone 2412-JJ. A. GIJ2ASNE1L

FOR SALE
One of the finest homes en Eust
Silver avenue, 0 rooms and bttth, extra lartre glassed sleepina; pnrcli, tint
water heat, large basement, fine electrical equipment; K:iraRe, with servant'
room attaohed.
Terms.
new white rlliceo bun14.200 Five-roogalow, hardwood floors, built-igarage. Fourth ward; easy terms.

?8 000

Furuituru also for sale.

J,

FOR SALE

WOULD

YOU LIKE

CHAS.

porch with two swings,

announce tho opening of a
BRAN NEW ADDITION on
NORTH
FOURTH
STREET.
The very best proposition yet
offered the homeseeker,
D.
KINGSBURY
Phono

MH.Jl

By George McManu

OWNl.il LKAVIXG CITY.

KEEP YOVR EYE ON THIS
KOUMN!
In a few days we expect to

Gold.

AK

I'LL 4 O fttHT
IN AND tPE
TO H1M- -

the International News Service,
U. S. Patent Office.

'

And will sell this splendid home
of five rooms, bath, lovely front

LOTS
LOTS
T,OTS
We have some very desirable
lots in all parts of the city and
will be glad to show you any
time.
We have two corner lots In
University Heights that are a
bargain.

V.

To

rr

1921 by

Registered

If

ed district on East Silver avenue, which will soon bo the
finest street in Albuquerque.
This Is one of the most complete homes in the city and
contains
five well arranged
rooms, two wonderful sleeping
two
fine bath rooms,
porches,
an ideal kitchen,
basement
with good heating plant, a large
attic for storage, good fireplace, extra large front porch,
screened back porch, garage
and
This house
is one of the best constructed
homes in the city and a look
will convince you. If you are
interested in a good home call
us at once for on appointment.

'210

VlH TO

Copyright,

FATHER - HE'6
N Hit) ROOM- -

RANCHES
Now is Tho timo to Kt buy
and select that RANCH. We
have a 'number of good ones
of various sizes, both Improved and unimproved, and located in different parts of the
valley. If you are planning on
Betting a ranch this spring.
come in and tell us your
wants. With such a varieiy o
rhoose from, we believe we
can satisfy you.
CI.OSE IN. IV. THE
H'ClHIiANns".
Good adobe house, five. rooms,
sleeping porch, modern, screened front and back porch, completely furnished, arranged for
two families and Is In extra
good condition, cast front, full
and
size lot. good
an be bought at a bargain
with good terms.

YOU

S1N5 - VOU'UL.

ha 3 just started and
the future never
brTghveh?

v

Page Seven.
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A. FLEISCHEIrS, Kealltoir

is the tima to beirln
planning for the eprlns garden
and youngr chicks.
build out
Buy tho lot and
where things grow Anderson
Additions.
$20 down and 10 a month.
Now

A. I;, MARTIN CO.,

FOR SALE

Realtors.
Fire and Auto
Insurance, Loans.
223 W. Gold
Phone 158.
Real

Brick Bungalow
In Lowlnnds.

New Pressed

large rooms, bath, two
porches, one being glassed-in- ,
largo basement, hot air furnace, garage, sidewalks. sev?r,
alley, corner lot 60x142. This
place la built for a home and
is not a eneaply constructed
house. The price Is right. Bee
us for appointment.

Franklin & Co,

Estate,

Realtors.

Third and OoliJ.

Phone 661.

Six

DIECKMANN REALTY
Realtors.

CO.

HOMES

IN

LUNA

DISTRICT.
$R,300 a beauty.
Just whnt you want.
$7,000
a dandy.
15,250
see it and you will want it:
$7,500
It. MpCTJGUAK,
204 V. Gold.
l'limie 442-.-

YOU ARE
modern brick home,
sleeping porch, front and back
porch, lawn, trees, large lot, West
Coal avenue. Immediate possession, cash payment, balance like
rent. Office space for rent, see

HERE

Five-roo-

A.

C.

STARES,

Real Esiate and Insurance.
319 West Gold.
Phone 108.

FCR SALE

Poultry-Egg-

A

INT L

FORCED SALES
brand new modern

FURNISHED

on one of tho. good
In
University
Heights,
f
and large, rooms
loom
splendid

minute horn

fentiire
and tho
and built-i- n
price Is cut from $3,700 to J3,950.
THIS IS WHAT WR CALL,
A REAL, BAKOAIN.
Also a small
premed brick
home in the Bouth Highlands for
to
we
tried
indutie tho
which
owner to accept
this
$2,000;
home has two large screened
nd a glassed in sleep- porches
lug porch, now something very
unusual ha
happened and for
Immediate sale we offer it for!
$1,600, furnished.

Lasts,

$10.00 Per Load

Better Grade $16.00.
Vow room, new, modern house
Lowlands. $2,700; $50 cash and
about 1,000 feet)
(Of
$31 a month.
with Wagon
Call
cor-!
frame house, on
ncr, Highlands, $700; $100 cash,
Terms Cash
and $20 a month.
Three-rooadobe house, High-- !
&
lands. $050; $50 cash and $16 a1
month.
Co.
Three-rooframe house. High- lands, $'J50; $50 cash and $15 a
Albuquerque. New Mexico.
month.
Five-rooadobe with one frame
room, big fine lot, near shops,
$1,400; $50 cash and $20 a month.
FOR REr4T Dwelling
four-roohouse,
IUg adobe)
houtu, t
good corner lot. Highlands, $1,100; b'UU llKN'l'
70 Suuth
eli tping porch and bath.
$50 cash and $20 a month.
It.
H
Ik
frame house, fine
FOIt
e
KENT
rurnifched house, six ruum.
Addicorner lot, Albright-Moorhnth. filfttpitig porch and garagw.
tion. $000; $100 cash and $20 a Snuth
KiiMi.
month.
I Oil
HRNT
furnlsru-sleeping porche; keyi at ItH
Real
A

Two-roo-

McKinley Land
Lumber

Three-roo-

Two-roo-

211 West Gold.

1'bone

4

FOR SALE
A

pressed brick
two
hath
rooms and large sleeping
All
In
modern
and
porch.
good condition.
with

WEINMAN,

708 West Copper. City

Or any real estate agent.

to.

DESIRAM.E

OPPORTUNITIES

LOAN'S

on new and
modern
boms in the
Eight room brick tn Third
fourth ward, value
$4,600.00
ward. Well located and a good
$2,000.00 wanton on modern nw
buy at 0.D0O.
close
Third
ward.
In,
home, very
five room frame In third ward.
Value
$4,200.00
Good location.
Another good one
$2,000.00

wanted

....

Cor

$3,500.

.1.

I!riek store room on west Central with
living rooms In rear,
also 6 room brick residence, ear-ukAll for
barn, lot 100x300,
$7,000; terms.
Seven room modern brick In
third ward. Oood location. Priced
for quick sale at $5,000. Loan of
Better look it
$3,000 on this one.
over.
Twenty-acrranch, Rood land,
no alkali, 400 fruit trees ($1,400
wortli of fruit sold from this orchard in one year), four room
house, water in house; horse,
cow, chickens, farm Implements
un ko wiui iMtici. ii ice fii.uuu;
terms.
McMIM.IOX
WOOD,
Realtors.
doiihh
l'hone 318.
porch. 206 W. Gold.

1).

211 Wrst

KIXKHflt,
Jolrr.

X

c,

e

For

Realtor
Phone 410.

s

KOOM AND BOARD.

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

AlK'KNKlO.

with Board
ill South HroailUN
I'XUt
Knutns
with buard. lit
Sftitli
UOAltD AND ItUOM; lrlvat family, !.'
niniith.
S(i,t Smith Arno.
Rent-Room-

I'XIVEKSITY HEIGHTS IX)TS
Are all 60x142 feet, level and
restricted. That is where you
get New Mexico's pure air
day and night. It you are here
for your health, why not locate
where you will be able to
the fullest benefits.
If you are not here for your
health why not live where it's
the best for the healthseeker.
Then too, those of you who
com from other cities know
that the Heights of any city is
Its most desirable residential
section.
If you are not ready to build
better pick your lots now. Ten
dollars a month secures one for
vou.
'e have nine .uto at your
service to drive you over the
addition. Phone, write or drop
in, let's talk it over.
Main Office. Sereind and Gold,
riionee flio or 8.19.
da-ri-

CHEAP

houo,

D.

J, D. Keleher, Realtor.

It

COTTAGE

Three rooms, bath, porch, Kar.
age, nearly new; B0 foot lot,,
near car line. $2,100, with $500
down and $30 month.
J. A. HAMMOND.
821 E. Sliver.
Itiono 1522-It- .

Ideal for Healthseeker or
shop man.

As Long As

INC-

rATUStt SCSTvK.

streets

j

FOR SALE

i
Aeoldrnt, Automobile insurance,
Loan.
Surety lion 1
FOH SALE H. O. It. I. hed aetllng eggs,
one dollar per setting. Phone lHVO-Ve l phone 674.
So. Ill B. Fourth St.
FOH SALE Rhode Island ejtgs for hatch
ing, 5 cents each. 1017 South Walter.
si. C. ANCUNA and ft. I. Red hatelnntj
HELP WANTED
wen at 11 f,n tiAP IK Ifi.Tti Vint ivn- ! tral.
Male.
Foil !:A LE Black Minorca cbks, ,1.25 n
MiON, for firemen, briikeinen. beginners
setting; $6 a 100. Fred Eakes, phone
tl'tO, latnr $'). Ratlwny, cure Jnurnnl. 2409-JWANTED
Battery man, extrlenced FOH BALE Fertile Hliode Island Red
only. Joyce Battery Service, 107 South
eggs for hatching, fl for 13. Phone
Fifth.
204
EMPLOYMENT
OFFICE Alan tor dairy FOH SALE Pure bred S. C. Illack inlnor- ranch arid handy with carpenter tuoU.
ca corlterels. Call at Mann's Slor-i- ,
110 Smith Till rd, phone ? T
Old Town.
WANTED
ExptTifru'ed trui.
gurdiier, FOH HALE Nine Hay strain It. I. lied
on nhar1, on irrigated ranch, furnish
hens, with $lo cockerel, all for $0.
good house, teams and ali Implements1. 20'j East Trumbell.
Addr8i R. fi. Karlej', Kstancla, New Mex- FOH SALE
Egs for bbtclllng, from fine
ico, or phone HO liilfi. Estam-iastock It. I, jteds. H per setting. Call
WANTED
elutliiiiK mornings, phone lr,6fi-H- J
An old eutabliBtred
store, desires the services of an ener- "NAVAJO STRAIN"' It. C. Pi. 1. Reds,
getic, ambitious young man. If you want
effffs for hatching.
Highland Poultrv
a position wlt'i a future, this will suit
Yards. 710-7- 1 fi South Broadway.
you; good salary to begin with ; only
i.E
those wanting a permanent position need FOH SA
Setting ckks ff'm llaried
Rocks and R. I. Reds,
thoroughapply; must have some knowledge of
chickens. 623 North Second, phone
bookkeeping. Write, give ate, past ex- bred
12DS.
Uox
and
Address
references.
perience
111, care Journal,
FOH SALE R. C. Hliode lslund lie. Is
and mack Mfrorca hutching effgs, tl
Female.
per petting. 709 North Second, phone
WANTED
flood girl for kitchen work. isin-rt.
Fire,

I

What About the Garden
and Chickens?

REAL1 HOME,
Why pay rent when you can
modern bunbuy this
galow, nicely furnished, garage,
full rize lot on paved street.
Owner in leaving town and
must sell within a few days.
Terms.
A

BV

-

JOHN W. WIIJ44)N,
Attorney.
Hems 1. 17 and 19, Cromwell
Building.
Phone 11SI-J- .
PHYSICIANS AND SlUOf.O.NS.
UK. H.

I-

-

111

HIO.N,

Dictates

of to A Stomach.

Bull, t. Harnett Building.

DR. H. C. ('I.AIllvi:.
Kye, Knr, Nose and Throat.
IfiOM AND nOAnu All new lK.ds. 61:'
.
Phone
Baroctt Itulldlng.
Smith llrniiflwny. phone 1D71-Office Hours
to 1? a. m., and a to 8 p. m.
CANVAS blceplntr purtli.
with board,
Mnt.' CeMtral.
$lt) p"r wpfk.
iiliMARYAii:T cXuthkioht,
in p,mli an.l board, Residence li:J East Central, l'hone ITL
1'oit m;M-i;- :tii
Phone 671.
1M

Aiu infant',
P'Teli,

'"t" Mi'i.

suuitt BiKHaea-i- n
W. M. SHERIDAN, M. D.
adjoining bath; als. sTsrafo.
i'.i.it Central. Reduced rates.
!',.;!
Practice l.lmlled to
Estate Exchange,
Ei at Han til Kc.
Foil LENT Nicely furnidherl rooms with GtKNITO - I'RINAK. DlSEASKf!
first-clas- s
FOIt KENT Unfuiitif lie'l, half of
table board. 110 Bouth Arno, AND DISEASKS
OP THE KR1N
Plionc 7!.
109 V. Copper Ave.
liousy two roomi and Bleeiilng
phono 1327-WaHsormaii
UHi Kurt 'tniral.
itahorntory In Connection.
Foil HUNT Nicely furnished front room, Citizens -- lank
UltU. I'hono H88.
Ft.'Jl KE.NT EuriiiMhi-uoLtutfe
sultahle for olio or two. &1S West Fruit,
or FOR
with stoi ping porch. )'hone 21iTi-n- t
SALE
phono 147--AUTOMOBILE
Miscellaneous
CHIROPRACTORS
:.':! Enpt
pnll
o;ipcr,
i'oH ItKN'l Nice front roomboard If
EXFEHT
lit KENT T h ret- -r m nT" fu TTi i )vci cut- - KuH SAI.K Hhuliarli roots, ph. 217-Hrepairing. O. K. Bheet
drilled; ery reasonable. Address ilox
Metal Works. 217 Northjrhird.
HAi.l'J--tias
C.
East
J
tatre,
Sfe
ho it
llummond, hii
It., care .lournat. or 004 Forrester,
raiine. 41t) North Htxth
Chiropractor
I' OH
5
BALE
EuleU touring car; Silver, phone 1&22-R- ,
19 end 20 ArmUe lliilMing.
VOU SAL1J Baled
Phone FOIt RENT Room and siei (ilng porcii.
fjrst-clas- a
24nfl-!:cundiilon. Bond. Dillon Co.. FOK RENT Kurnirhcd hnusa, two rtdmi
with hoard for gentlemen convalescity
:tnd eifppfnff porch; lights and garage, Foil
FOR REN1 Apartment
cents, l'lione l'!73-W- .
SAl.t; Man's bicycle, cheap.
.
A Ford
WANTED
W:est (iol'l.
louring body lit ex lis. l'hone 2or.S-VSouih Vi iuAM HKA i'UD,
MKS. HEEU has moved to 30
apal tiiiulii;
Thrt'o-roofor a roadster body.
Fhone h'O" KENT
convn-len- t
change
rooms
honw,
and
has
and
lovely
1,1s
no ii;k; garage If rtealrd. Phn:.B 1H3-J- .
SA
Broadway
Iron
1.1,0.
Double
Foil
1523-J- .
spring.
to i.lK.ps, In the highlands, only
with board for ccjtvl.-Ircc- i ituH
41.sleeping
porches
Lead.
West
flve-roapart- 15 a mnnih.
lTh'tno 410.
CAHII PRICED for usdcars. any condi
Phono
nir.
710 South
Tlf-- FODDV'S Ml Ml, BUST IN TOWN.
iiumh, modern and clean,
tion. Mcintosh Auto Co., 311 West Full liKN'l'
Foil ItKNT llouhle sleeping purch ar.d Arno.
cottatje, fitrtilah-t'i- l
I'hono 2413-RCopper.
for lioiisokt't'Plng. at fill Efift
larKe bed .oui. adjoining bath; excellent ifOi.
la fountain, cheuli.
FOIt KAI.K
KENT Completely furnmlied tft'o- Ap
FOH BALE Some exTta good used cars;
Inquire rit till Kast Kutca I'V.
Mieala, suitable for couple or family of
room a port merit, witli leaping porcb,
ply 216 South First.
o
Mclntoslt Auto Co.. 311 l''tilt Kl'JN'l' 'i'liree-looithree, t'.iil 1410 East Silver.
f itrtilplie 1
easy terniB,
Kant
!2i:i
Ontral.
21
SA LIS
Holler t'llliatits.
.South ROOM und
West Copper.
with sleeplntf pon.li; wattr
sleeping porch, with good KOIl iuS.VT Two fum.iTiea rooms, for
a 3 south Erlitli.
Phone, I23K-.Waiter, phone lfitW-I' Oil
month.
furSALE
In modern private
Ford
Ford
Jjo
per
board.
truck.
home,
'
touring,
SALE
S.
hatchFOH
While Leghorn
71u
In
WANTED
KAXAPUOIs'aiianiurns. iitw . ndTtued nace heat bet location In highlands; 724Hunt bouftekeeplng; lulu tit; no Ick.
North
Five-rooGirl for general housework.
hon- -.
iiir.'il.-h- e
good running order.
It ISNT
Pouth Second.
ing egss, from Frsnce Colorado strain Thirteenth.
231 North With.
Fred ft. Ellis, phone 3H2-l'J.l
rates reasonable.
North
Apply
at 407 South Seventh, pr e; 4.7 7. In- of
c each. Geo.
hens,
FOIt KENT Furnished apartment, oew-l- r
WANTED- - Girl for peneral ltoUNework. Greshnm, Box 29.". city.
WAN '1Kb
YOl'U USED CAR
Ftilt SALE Conn pitch, alio sfix.tplioiie; Maple, phone Hili'S-M- .
will iio y Tulre SHI Norlh Ninth, phne 274-clu
in.
Apply 201
dcoratad;
fIJl South llroniiwny.
M IK A MU.N
Mrs. I,. ,v. Rice. 115 North E!nv
fine condition.
EH A
best ciish price. Viaduot tlarase, &0'J FOIl KENT Three, four and
t
FOH KALE Eggs for hatching; S.
for tuberculsr N ir t It SI h
houses and apnrttnents, some furnished. Full WALK ttoxelder trees, threo yarn A SANATOI11UM-HOTEWANTED
r Rencrnl housework;
Girl
Ii. I. Reds. C P. Hay strain, a. C. W. .South Fecmid.
or unfurnished
obi. ten feet
convalescents; graduate nurse In at- FOR, KENT KurnUhe
Wood. 2oa West Cold.
MiMllllnn
A Ford or Cherrul.
i liatBl.
lair 101 North Third.
WANTKD
(tood pay,
Apply at His West Gold. Leghorns, Mrs. Gentry strain, II per
modern apartment,
two room and
rotes by the week or raootb.
1
'12 Houth
drnioiintable rims ami starter, Address LIST your vacant houses with the City Foil HA L1C tiood light oak bed. mat- tendance:
WANTED
American mnld for Renerul
Broadway.
23-240n-JPhone
slepplnj
porrh.
O.
D.
M..
Journal.
tare
tress snd springs.
est
West McKinley,
housework. Apply 218 South Broadway. FOR SALE
rtealty Co., for prompt ord effici.liit
Huff Orpington egirs for
three-rooo- ir oHU KN T Nk ely
our-bfurnished
ON MAHl.TI 12
titi7.
One
front
S07.
SAI.E-ter- -- Overlund lourlnt,', tires,
service.
West
tlold.
phone
FOH
EnKllsh-ip('aUltiW...NTED
FOIt SAl.r Slngtr sewing machine.
hatching: also Buff cockerels, winner
maid. Ap
rooms will be vacant: beautiful large
k laired
apartment,
sleeping
first-clas- s
and
condition; FOIt HINT Four-rooof first and special prises in Albuquerunfurnished bun
The Exchange, 110 West Ookl, phone
ply housekeeper. Albuquerque Sanato
room, well furnished, hot and cold
poroh: no airk. i9Uiit liftad.
rrico $1.11). Phono 103f:-rium: do not phone.
que poultry show. Phone 1710-W- .
except heat. Apply 1111.
galow,
water, steum heat, extra large VOH K blS T Steam livnttd apartment,
Ford 1120 North Fifth, rear. Phone 1929-.- I.
A cook In a family of four; FOH KALE
Ancotia
for hatching, Full SAI.1'1 New nnt seconU-iianred ce'Lir sleeping porch, southern exposure, sunWANTED
FOIl SALE Largo hand-madin Park View court, 902 East F!lvr.
O.
K.
Sheet FOIt ItUNT Furnished house, two room",
honevromh radiators.
$1 setting of thirteen; goose eggs, 50
chest and small trunk, cheap. 117
shine all day; we at rve excellent meals; fa" ,f' A' .!..amTTinnf' P"on 3525-R- .
good wages for a good cook. Apply
cents each; four miles north on Fourth Metal Works, "17 North Third.
Mrs. Weinman, 70S West Copper.
sleeping" porches, gas and water. Phone West Hold.
also graduate nurse In attendance: rates P(K KiiiNT
Apartmant, two nice froiit
W rrVV Co
(.", tier month.
Kora rnauslvr. UmiKe 1 4fll-J- .
Casa de Ora, ia West
J WOMANH F.XCIIANOK, Y. M. ('. A. Cold.
WANTED
Woman to take citnrge of street, half mile west J. O. Hmlth ranch. Foil HAI.E'-l:- i9
roomn with hot and cold water, on car
IJrothers' roadster, to trade for Ford VOil KENT Five-roobrick bouseT
Foods, Easter cards, collar and cuff
641-house; family of four; middle aged FOH SALE Turn bred 8. C. White Leg904 9 mth Third.
line.
Phone
horn hatching eggs, 10 centa tach; $3 touririf car, with starter. 407 West
715 East Sliver.
woman preferred.
hath, slcer r porch, garage, unfur- sets. Saturdays.
RESKIIVATIONB
may now be had at St. KOIl KKNT Smttll furnished and large
I'.'ll
wntet
table
market
145.
at
freo,
per
eggs
hundred;
nished,
fancy
Fanatorlum
rates,
John's
lorth21jSj';
l'"OK
SALE
(Episcopal!:
WANTED
pipe,
need
Refined elderly woman
Plumbing supplies,
unfurnished apartment; it earn heat and
'I, 6. Wiley, box 130. city, phone
KEAI. KORU HAKUA1N
1111
$17.60 to $25 per week; Includes private
FOH KENT A furnished home, consist490-.pumps, points. W. C,
ing a home, for lltrht housekeeping for price.
2411-Rroom with sleeping porch, connected to h(.t water, mil West Rumn, phnne
TOUHINO CAH. flvs tires, plenty tools;
ing of four rooms and sleeping porch, North Fourth.
elderly widower. Arrange compensation
furnishVOH
HF.NT
Threa or four-rooseit.
must
Coffmau,
have another car;
bath and toilet; medical care, medicines,
on University Heights. Metrnlf Ag:ency; FOIt
at Interview, Address Widower, care FOR SALE S. C. White Leghorn hatch 1224
Threo-quart.SALE
ntattioes,
.
l
200 block
ed apartments,
modern,
North second, phone 17:'7-Wnurelng; excellent meals, tray
Jotirnitl.
ing eRBS and baby chicks, $20 per
.
14:1 East
modern furFClfl RENT Three-roorenovated, coeiipnewly
service: no extras. All rooms have steam Pouth Slath. Ingiilre Savoy TTotel "f'ie-100; also few cocka and cockerels. GenFord truik, fJl!.
FOIl SALE One-to- n
nished hons., glossed-lsleeping porch, Oolrt. phone 1391-Mule purl Female.
hot
water.
Three-rooand
Re.
cola
furheat,
KKNT
running
VOl
09D;
mudcrn
1
worm drive;
Ranch, postnfflca box S12,
llulck,
try Poultry
110.
tlouth TYPEWRITERS, all makes, tl.i and up W. II.
light
no children.
newly
decorated;
Phone
17C9-flve-paZlesler, Superintendent.
nished apartment, with ilpepin porch,
CLERKS, young men, women, over 17, phone
Ford tourltiK, JI-'Studehalier,
Walter.
$3 per month.
Albuguerque Typewriter 4111.
H
$:?5.
1
Catl at 412 Bouth High, or phone
26tl.
West Quid.
desiring government
positions, $125 TWENTY-NIN- E
years on the same old senser,
modern four Ex'.'hange. 125 South' Fourth.
FOIl RENT Furnished
worthly; write for free list of positions
8. C- - White Leghorn chicks, FOIt 8AI.1Q
ranch
n
Kord speedor
'
sereened-lFord"tourllig
WANTED
Position
two
with
rooms, bath,
now open.
t7actor.7"
and
FOSA7.E"rsed
(former $20 per hundred. Twenty-fiv- e
Raymond Terry,
ex
AKuU
-l
will
KENT Two nlcrly furnlslied brig'ut,
trade
years'
ster, both In
East Copper,
shape; or
house at 1101
ir-!Civil Service examiner), 26 Continental
Hardware U'AMiii)
with gang plows.
UoUfcewoik
the day.
by
Yott Poultry f. Ford light truck. Call at 207 ilast porches;
unny rooma for llffht housekocpinK
perience wltlr incubators.
phone 237K-& Co.
Bldir.. Washington, r. 0.
1C46.
J.
Knrhsr
17110-- J
Phone
Department.
03
S
5 a month.
107.
box
m.
close in;
Postofflce
Kfi
p.
Hanch,
phone
Cehtrnl at noons, or after
FOIt RENT Modern furnished flat, de- FOH SALF! Cbeup, combination gas and WANTED Position, by a capable tnaa, K"nt.rang";
BALE BUFF ORPINGTON eggs for FOH KAUS VJ21 Ford roanso-r- , In first-clas- s
rooms: will
WANTED Miscellaneous FOR
and
sirable
fur
office
living
condition.
2371-coal
Majestlo range, perfect
Phong
VOW
KENT Unfurnished . apart im-nhatching; blue ribbon winners, first,
running order. Car has starter, take board In exchange for rent. E.
Inquire mornings, 71$ West Copper.
WANT-I- D
three rooms; steam heat, bath, rrK.
To buy
WANTED
mllkcow.' Phono second and third pullet, first cock and demountable, rims, two new casings, one
5 IS
tenograplilo and clerical
West Central.
d
cotA LE
buttermilk-an1023 North
21S5-second cockerel, special on best female extra; will trade for good touring, i'hono
Fresh
lame
Reasonable.
Call UM-W- .
w.ok.
FORB
porch,
FOR RENT House, 1900 Booth Edith;
In gallon WANTKD
Mediterranean class, cockerels 1S2S-in th
..
tage cheese; also fresh milk I!tl5-MTo care for children, by the Fifth.
FOR TREE TRIMMING.
Flione 221-.
two rooms and glassed sleeping porch, lots.
and pullets for sale. Phona 1472-Bwayne'e
phone
Dairy,
2U04-Unfurnished
KENT
on used parts, two screened ror hes,
hour.
Phon
Ed. Roberts.
60 to 76 per oen
Hpai'tmeiu,
SAVE
garage, water paid, FOH SALE Two-hor518 Fruit avenue.
two room, two sleeping porches, pri- bearlnrs, Inquire 8(15 West Marquette.
power gasoline
heels
tires,
magmtos,
WANTED
WANTED
Work'by the hour. Phone vaU
two-Inr- l.
2U3
feet
North
and
with
entrance,
SALE
four
Walnut,
stock
FOR
pump
grows
forty
phone
IH4:t-Megge;
,
Our
etc.
larger
engine
popular
Hatching
springs,
home.
after 6 p. m.
J29 North Fifth.
RENT All Ideal 'urnihed bunga102a
Is'orth
Sixth, phone W A
varieties: ' S. C, R. I. Reds, Mayhnod dally. Parts In stor' for Overlands, 80, FOR
In highlands, 1660-- pipe.
V ANTED
low for convalescents.
NT I. D Work
To buy
oy wit h wheel. VOH
beds,
by
springs and strain, li, $1.50: Famous Silver cam SO: Chalmers. Maxwell truck an . pleasure
RENT Apartment, furnlnhed comand street car. Phore
AddrecB J. K. V.. earn yournal.
- near sanatoriums
mattresses.
Phone 231.
a,
pines, 15, fl.00; 8. C. Light Brown
Chevrolet, 490, Paige 4, Keo 4, Blude- 127.1-FOR BALE PURE
WHOLE M1I.K
plete; light, water, heat and conking
cai,
or coll at 317 Pouth Walter.
to
take
and
sum v,u
.
15, $1.50; S. C. Dark Brown Leg
IF YOU WANT some on to baul dirt or
ana
ironing
ae
baKer
ncimosn
W'ANTEUWaKhing
to
furnished.
Crane ApartmeT ts, 21a
with all the cream, delivered
gas
you
1001 West Mountain road.
WILL LEASE for six months, parliy fur- It comes from the cows. HICK'S DAIRY,
home.
horns U, $2.00, Robinson, Old Town, Sll West Copper.
North Scventii.
gravel, pbone 1658-J- .
on
five-roobrick
house,
1.18S.
nished,
250.
phona
the
iurnVsht
WAN'i'KU
ACORN SIOM WORKS.
WMshlng and Ironing by
WHEN IN NEED Of
Signs, banners,
KENT Three- yQjx
North High; . arage, furnace heat. $76 phone BALK
show cards. 21 DM North Third, phone CKED POULTRY
p. m.
uay, i.uii JMia-- j, aiier
YARDS
Oood team of young mules,
Jrrae ribbon TIRR9, rims, carburetors, springs, mag- per month.
FOR
n?vly deoorated, modern
apartment,
W.
,.
I.evcrctt,
plinne
1870-330
.'oll at roar cottage.
netos, generators, wheels, gears, axles, 1S.13-.also all kinds of second-han- d
wagons
winners, ears for hatching, from six
I'C'Ii HOUSE
,'lt.ir waxnjg, except heat.
Smith ltr'ad ay.
and plows, price right. Simon Oarcla,
lawn work, call J. W. fwy, 4"'-WE WANT your second-han- d
furniture, teen grand pens; best winter layers: 8. C. bearings, horns, aecepsorles.
FOH KENT Nicely furnished small cH- - 1203 North Arno.
iiK.NT
dishes and household goods, iirown's, R. I. Reds, 15 for $1.50, 12, $3, $5; Barred COMB TO PARTS HEADQUAUTEK3.
apHit-menor
I'M
Lartre
tlueerunrn
stenographic
tnge of one room: nice sleeping poreir SOFT SPOTS Heel and
Wa hsve salvaged to dme tie follow215 South First.
Roeka, 15 for $2, $3, $5; only ten fineh oust-keewril fnrnls.ied frch cushions
clerical ponltlon; three years' eiperl- id front porch; all screened In; south
Chandler,
cockerels left. Wm. Bletx, 413- ing ears: Bulck, Maxwell.
sick; no
ing; gas rauKfi. steum I.at;:
WANTED $4,000 to build modern home breeding
prevent fallen Insteps; cures all foot pnrr, Adilresa 725 South jrno;
east exposure; not modern. Inquire 101
4U0 and K B. ; OverChevrolet
148J-Mitchell,
421
West
Atlantic,
phona
M'
Wat Tl.1er:is.
Ad
In restricted residential district.
troubles, $1, Plantar Arch Supports. Thos. wis"Xubi"frciTkck, open, ri.osK and clTflflrpn: also arai;t.
t, Pouth
Edith.
land, every modtl: Hup, tilds, Crow,
P
40
Co.,
Central.
West
Keleher
leather
dress
BABY CHICKS
Journal.
Cn- M02
WAriHIN'OTON.
West
AT
TI1K
KAMI,
houses at
Reo, Don, Saxon. Studebalter, both FOL UI'INT New four-rookeep books.
'
tral. dandy fnrnlnlied front apartment;
kalsomine ana paper, wax HATCHING! EGGS; Mountain View Reds 4 and i.
room 8, Mellnl building. Phone T01-CLEANING,
southwest corner of Coal avenue and FO't 8AI.IC Young pet coyote, about
at
r.s
r.i
winners
htaded
adult
tollflted,
tcnan'i only
fifteen months old; have raised this
by prir.e
pens
VIAOUCT OARAOB,
ing and oiling floors; work guannteea,
W i'oW' With Twclve-yoar-odautriitcr, permanent,
Ninth street; frame, modern, wltlr bath,
full tnfnrmatiun at apartment No. i.
Paeo. Albuquerque, Denver; won high
BOO SOUTH HKGON D.
John Goodson, phone 6,14-$26 per month. F. H. Strong or L. C. a pet since two weeks old. and Is eery
wishes position aa houskeppr; mrther-Ire- a (let
.7
T. I'Tnkln. proprietor.
honors at Denver, largest Red show
in the state. Honnetr.
tame. Apply at 1422 South Second, or
7R or 14",.
house
first-claresi
Mother.
Largest
WANTED
Address
parts
$3,000 on
phone
preferred.
family
A few breeding birds to
west.
1S66-t'tnt""ltiSNT Furnished Hpitrt tueiits,
dence Lprorert.-- ; wn pay 9 per cent. held in C. P,
rare .lournal.
FOH i: F.NT Five rooms, partially fur- phone
North Hign,
spare.
Hay, 3I
Address G. H., care Journal.
sanatorium; four ro"ms,
BUSINESS CHANCES
20.10-J- .
nished, good house on Wost Marquette. FOH HALl. beautiful mahogany bed Ot KM a - rou n d man cook, wants to ?Nssed-l- n to
phona
aleeplnH pnrchre, iraa; on Kast
FIRST-CLASroom sot; also Rose' Wilton rug, cheap,
Old hats
tn or out of
nine rooms, brick, completely furMILLINERY.
brick' buildThg,
rlmige of your i
FOR SALE Two-stor- y
line. Call 13'.1 Eaat Onrral,
oar
Tentral
EOtiS
rooms,
file
new.
North
as
live
16U
Call
West
$100;
Marble.
good
W'ift
712
used;
made over, new ones made to order; BABY CHICKS HATCH1NO
Copper,
West
slightly
town.
21S South First; location good for any nished,
or se MoMllllon A Wool
tone 348.
selected breeders
From trapnested,
Home Sunday, or see Mr. Town-senbrick, unfurnished, West Sanla Fe, $2'r: Fifth.
North Third.
very reasonable, 623 West TIJerai, phone with
flock record of 1J0 eggs. All stock kind of business.
322-J. C. Tennev Company store.
five rooms, brick, furnished. Forrester
l
it
-- tnot
teaclier
Kxperleiu-e.Houses
WANTED
of
8ALK
have
pipe.
WsNiKI)
Years
FOH
on
supplies,
unfurfree
range.
experience
Plumbing
avenue, $50; four rooms, frame,
WANTED
A SBEclTOS
HOOF PAINT
Young married lady wishes
sick) will take a limited number of WA.NTKJ ) To rtnt f ve or
tis ho . to hatch chicks that are
pumps, points, 6c car and bus fare to nished, close in, South EdlllJ street, $,:0;
one or two ladles to slmra modern fur taught
Address Teacher, care
W. C. Thaxton, 1111 four rooms, modern. Third ward, $30: GOOD for all kinds of roofs, II per galprivate pupils.
to our customers. We have Mountain road.
Imuse.
T'hone 7H7-8oUttT
110
nlshed cottage, near car line. 1110 satisfactory
lon.
47?-.The
Journal.
Mansano
Co.,
confidence In our slock and know It will North Fourth, phone
four rooms and sleeping porch. briHc,
WANTED
South Walter.
1H34 J. Try a built up
KurnUhed housa to rent in
we
as
want
best
Wainut,
lsh
the
If
phone
you
OOri'LB
you.
nine
position
MAIlltimi)
please
IDEAL LO.'ATION for small grocery c'ose In, North
Hroadwey, $26;
Wood,
alt parte ot town. Ml' Mi Hon
or
MAX BARGAIN
STOIte., at 116 South have them, the two most popular and
cooks, lumber
store. In iconrf residence section; will rooms, slightly furnished, brick. Copper roof, will last ss long as the building.
conipatiy, ruiirnod
e
con
on
8. C. White
end
take
would
First, will pay tba htgheat prices for profitable varieties.
more
mlnltiff
reasonable.
placa
avenue.
camp;
and
to suit party, for lease,
$76.
large
many
Black Cap
hulld,
and
FOU HAI,E Evrb-arlncircuaecond-hand
and
for
Write
R.
I.
Reds.
and
or take over aniull Hotel. Aoaress
your
clothlngt aboea
TIME CARDS
call S21 v.'est Silver, or phone !
small, furnished and unfurnished houses.
Taspberry, gooseberry, grnpe Hnd rhu- tract
largest FOIt
Phone ts.
furniture.
lar and reduction In prleee. The In
Tom B(x
carj Journal.
SALE Indian trading store and Heal Kstate Kxclmnge, 40S Wrest Coppr barb plants; Hay arraln R. I. Beds.
the
successful hatchery
15 fnr $1. WANTKD
FURNITURE repaired, upholstered and end oldest Ifosllla
White
fine
Harrow
offl'.e
krs.
Leghorn
stone
Position by capable
ranch,
plenty
building,
Valley Hatchery, Las
FOR
Ranch UOi) East Trum-hu- l,
roflnlshed. Furniture and dishes pack- southwest.
fine place for sick
man. atenngrapher, cnnsldnralile sales
Cherry Blossom
M.
Mrs. H. V. Bundy, owner. water; a bargain:
ART CRAFT SHOP, R. L. Hanks, Crucce. N.
ed.
,
executive
-- Liuroo
phone 1032-vperson. Mhohell Trading Co., Manuel! FOH
btood sows. Phone
experience, city and traveling;
sai" North Third, phone 052-aa assistant In
to. New Mexico.
L'SK KFFECIO AUTO TOP end seat ability; prefer position
LOAN
TO
MONEY
LI
now
ui.:Mer
will
STAR
anything
Old
but
Vals-paGOLD
Town,
sales
OLD
office,
TUB
FOH SALE Restaurant, opiuslta Santa Foll-BAdretslnn. Ejreoto Auto Enamel.
Jersey Milk cow. 74 bouth
Address
references.
chicken M O.N E Y TO LOAN On watches, diabest
open for business; first-clas- s
Fe depot, or will sell fixtures and rent
Arno.
Valspar Knamela on auinmoblle. anvwherc;
M.
N.
home-mad- e
.mai.il
and
Van
Bernalillo,
bread
Zandt.
Lester
xia.
vslusole.
dinners; good
storeroom for other business purposes.
Homestead
monds, glint and everything
Cntteie
Paint,
WB3VBCUNO
Uallr.
SALE Breeding rabbits. 316 Welt Plymouth
Mr. B. Marcus. !13 South First.
pies. Edna Williams, proprietor.
Fixtures Include awell soda fountain, FOIl
Root l"alnt and Cement. SatFloor
Paint,
Arrive.
Train.
McKinley.
Pspart.
sens
V.
rate.
CARPENTERING
Keleher Leath
RUG CLEANERS
isfaction assured. Tho.
JIONET'TO LOAN on dlemonda, watches which can be bougnt
No. 1 Tha Bcont.... 7:30 pm 4:3U pm
mate;
BALE
it)0i-j- .
FOH
408
driving
merCheap,
gentle
West
er
con$125.
Cleaned,
Central,
Co.,
plinne
Rugs
HALE
t liberal reliable,
MAM.
small general
FOR
lill
and
ODD
JOB
gold
Dandy
am
TUB
11:00
PKTTIKORD
Jewelry
am
:30
No.
Umlted.H
I
Calif.
1S01
First.
North
must
sell.
MATTRBSKEU renovated, $3.60 and up; fidential
chandise business. In good, health
Gottlieb Jewelry Co.. 108 N. 1st
Phone K7R-AH kinds of work.
T
N
ll:m am
Fargo Fast..l0:S0 am
furniture repaired and packed. Ervln
te
town near by. Tale business Is making FOK BALE One extra good young llol-stel- n
FOR
SALE
Real
diaam
am
1:0
13:35
nil
luane
house
I
No.
CONFIDENTIAL
The
Jewelry,
WANTED1
odd
471.
Navsjo..
Jde corptnlerlnf.
Beddlnr Co.. phone
row. Phone
now and has unlimited possibilities
SOUTHBOUND.
monds
Liberty bonds, plan is, money
DtiimlntT and repatrlnff. at rcaaonablc
for future; clean salable slock of $I,51.
Careful Kodak finishing. automobile welches,
WA.NTRD
BALK Bucks and does; also fry KUH K.V1.K Choice lot. 1,0x1411 feet, nine
Rnthman'e
14fft-rales.
10:1
Lowest
.Vo,
Phnne
El
pm
t
Pao
Exp
n
liundrecl blocH West Silver, $750, Ap-pl- y prlrfB.
Merchant, "avo
ln
Twice dallf service. Remember,
rnhblte. 710 West Lead.
Bonded to th state. cheap rent. Address
117 South First.
11:11 am
Exp
820 West Hllver. phone 14SB-Journal.
t'AINTLNti, paper hanKitHC ftnd calMi-tnln- ; No. J7 El Paso
guaranteed. Send your finishing
oow.
KO'BALK
Juat
EASTBOUND.
gives
fresh,
W
Jersey
wo
I
on Improved
k quaranteed.
all
Nine acres good land, under
to a reliable, established firm. Hanns WANTED To loan $16,000
1301 North FOH SALE
FOR BALIS Indian trading sure and
rich milk.
So. I Tha Navajo.. J;10 pm 1:49 pm
exceptional:
(ICS South Kdlth. phone 1S14-real estate, three to five years, at
ft Henna, Master Photographers.
ditch, half In alfalfa, half mile from Owens,
ranch, ten acres under cultivation; First.
4 Calif. Limited. 6.00 pm 5:40 pm
business
preferred;
centi
properly
per
InveatlKAt"
to
WANT
acre.
t32li
my low prices No,
street
Phone
Owner,
you
car,
stone
per
one
for
section land leased;
knitting no commission. Address Box US, care fenced;
WANTED
I S. F. Ele.nt. . T:tS pm 4:10 pm
saddle
SALE
horse.
Gentle
bugKy.
FOH
'.'417-r.- l.
kin1
t
a
on any
or 84.
building proposition No.
o
1
socks, were used by Albuquerque wo- Jmrnal. with full particulars.
building, 60x20 feet; three living rooms,
No.
cultivator,
and
Tb. Fcoot.... 7:20 am 7.50
harness
tn view.
A. M. Palmer, Euncastorehouse, oorrailst fine welt of water;
men during the war. The Journu) finds
LS.t7-W- .
ifOlt SA1.K 100 feet, lri!Ul.i,r Hilvtr vou huve
rbone
1758-scuts
rxcii
Dhnne
har-nebox
1,
Pnllder.
city.
horses,
142 feet, fronting Hftfhl.Mid lov
three
hoavy
gasoline
avenue,
by
that oases of financial distress could be
engines
EI Paso :55 pns
No.
From
FOR SALE OR TRADE
and wagon; twenty turkeys, thirtye FOR SALK- - One xira good pair of
arade and fine view, BUILUINO, alterations, repairkiK. lame No. so From El Paeo 7:09 am
relieved If dependent women had these
level, on
park;
J.
mare
raised
here,
twenty-fivmules;
chickens, one fine milk cow;
machines for use. Are there any such
Jobs or small; work by contract or tr
cheap; on easy terma. J. A. Hammond,
No. 30 oonneeta at Telen with No. II
miles from Gallup, New Mexico; ten II. Nlpp. phone 2421 itl.
:'J Kast Sliver.
Idle machines in. Albuquerque, which
the day; reasonable prices; work guar- for Clnvla. I'eooa Valter, JCasr City and
B.
od
1765-miles from railroad; a bargain; dissolv- FOR SALE Or trade fur hogs.
women will loan? Address C. C, M.,
Call
free.
estimate,
HALM
corner
:il
anteed;
and
Slate
O
Coaat.
ir,l00; 80x14- - corner
'
Address postofflce box
work horse, weight about 1100; Mn be full
care Journal.
partnership.
Fourteenth.
Lot
In University ing
Tljeras
FOR EXCHANGE
No, i connect- - at Heba with No. tl
1X Alhuoueraue.
New Mexico
seen et C. W. Hunter rencli, north enrt
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$100; 60x175 North Klxlilh, $550; easy!
s
WANTED io buy or rtnTstnnll sparl-motand repaired. Ribbons for every maand a heavy spring wagon,
w. 0. Thaxlon, lilt North nlture packing. Phone 471, Ervla Did
terms.
Ex.
mile west of bridge. A. J. James.
hmiso; stnto price, locution, eto.
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Typewriter
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POISON GRAIN FOR
RODENTS COSTS BUT
18 CENTS A QUART

MARY A. KELEHER

WHY A CASH STORE WITHOUT DELIVERY
SERVICE?

Oh, there are many reasons. This space would not hold

them all.

DIES FOLLOWING

.

Every
is to he able to sell for less, and jou can.
entry, every bit of paper and postape,
charge slip, every book
is
and
worth
interest
books
on
the
dollar
cost money; every

Poison grain for exterminating
prairie dogs, kangaroo rats, ground
squirrels and field mice can be obtained at 18 cents a quart at the
local office of tho biological enrr
This price covers tho actual
vey.
best quality
cost of
and specially processed
grains
cartons
for
shipment.
poison and
In sections where the communities are organized for a rodent
individual
or wherj
campaign
holders of large acreage require
ot
grain,
poison
largo quantities
the services of field demonstrators
can be secured nt mo district or
fice to assist in mixing the poison.
All persona who have any spe
cial rodent
problems, such as
pocket gophers, are urged to confer
otfice in the
district
with the
Chamber of Commerce and learn
the best way of combatting the
nuisance. The state has now been
divided into six rodent extermination campaign districts and assistants In charge of the various seccan give information to
tions
stockmen and land owners as to
the best methods to pursue.

Ono

SHORT ILLNESS

wukohs
the banks will pay it; every dollar invested in horses,
is soon lost Kone forever. And tho inor autos and
is
time
time.
takes
It
terest value also. And one big expense
costs
p

to make all tho various moves and every minute of time
mnNow step Into our cash store and see how low the prices
are plain figures.
For the next three days we will have even special
is good
prices on asparagus and asparagus tips. Asparagus
spring food.

Ward's Cash Store

Services Will Be
Held at the Church of the
Immaculate Conception
Tuesday at 9 a. m.

Funeral

suffering with pneumoniaA.
Tnesduv. Mrs. Mary
for more than forty
Keleher,
years a resident of Albuquerque.
passed away at her home at
!n,--

508 West Central Avenue.

n

2:l!0

ahub
PHill llf1

In k t

o'clock

morning,

Sunday

surrounded by her four children,
Will, Ralph, Julia and Katherine.
Conscious and in full possession
almost
of her menta: faculties
until the last moment, Mrs. Keleher died a beautiful death, free
from struggle or pain. Realizing
at midnight that her time on this
earth was limited and admitting
for the first time that she was

m
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"The Skipper's Last Resort"
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?!
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$95,00

xur
int

Present

WM. STEINER PRODUCTIONS

Paris, March 12 (by the Associated Press) The Olympic games
for 1924 again have become a suband many
ject of controversy
friends of athletics fear they may
not be held in France owing to the
city of Paris voting only one million francs, instead of the promised
ten million, and the municipal
council's insistence that the games
be held in Pershing stadium, to
which the Olympic committee absolutely refuses to consent on th"
that it is an inadequate
ground
field for such sports. The French

(II' The Annul-I- led Press.)
City, March 12 (by the
Associated Press).
Disturbances,
accompanied by some bloodshed,
which have taken place in the
states of Michoacan and Jalisco
during tho last few weeks, are
causing the central government
hern to assume an energetic attitude in policing these districts, although the activities do not appear
to have been directed against President Obregon.
Morelia, capital of Michoacan,
has been in a state of panic for
several days due to threats of rebels under Colonel Francisco Cardenas to take the city. Reports received here today Indicate that the
revolutionists are surrounding Morelia and possibly may occupy it.
Guards and RdH-l( lash.
Guards maintained by Francisco
J. Murgia, governor of Michoacan,
clashed with a rebel detachment on
the outskirts of Morelia last night.
Several men were killed. The rebels retreated.
Murgia is said to
have abandoned the government
the
fighting and to
palace during
have taken refuge in tho tower of
the cathedral.
Tress dispatches from Morelia
are obscure as to tne real situa
tion there, but it appears that various rebel forces are united under
the command of Cardenas and
there are threatening the state authorities. The state government is
being supported by federal troops.
The state of Jalisco has been
added to the list of states where
tli o governor Is in conflict with an
Governor
aggressive opposition.
Basillo Vndillo is at outs with his
legislature, which charges him with
being responsible for recent demonstrations in which several persons were killed and many injured.
Pui'bla Hack to Normal.
The slate i f Puebla, which was
(he scene several weeks ngo of
armed resistance against the state
government of Jose, Maria Sanchez,
apparently has returned to normal
after the ousting of Sanchez and
C.
of Froylan
the substitution
Mnnjarrez as provisional governor.
Troops under General Guadalupe
Pnnchcz battled with the rebels of
Miguel Alern.'in ft Lemalarga. state
of Vera Cruz. Saturday and succeeded in driving the rebels further
into the bills, says an official
today.
Mexico

the
Olympic committee favored
Pare des Trinces, near the Bois de
Mrs. Keleher called I
Los Angeles Is being
Boulogne.
her children to her bedside, gave
of I
considered by athletes as ti likely
WILLIAM FOX PRESENTS
.
them her blessing and wordsuntil
to
hold the games should
place
consolation. It was not long
they not be held In France.
Theater
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IV
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Before the council's vote of yesreconciled and prepared to enter with Neal Hart as the leading
she
terday. M. Autrand. prefect of the
is being repeated today for
upon that new life In which
star,
to
department of the Seine, read a
IX
jhad an abiding faith and
the last time; also repeating tho
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of the French Olympic executive
relief from and the "Curent Events" pictures.
recently as a blessed from
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Deadly
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international (Olympic committee.
Comedy
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Last Resort."
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declared he would follow out the
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J'ustlme Theater The picture,
in Kildare, near Dublin. When
declaration in his letter.
of the Fines," with
23 years old, she emigrated to "Strength
The city's appropriation of one
and through relatives William Russell in tho title role,
America
million
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today
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is being shown
by a vote of 32 to 7, came as a
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disappointment to French sportsKeleher. Mr. Keleher died here
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GALLUP COAL
The best coal on the local market for domestic use.
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Sugarlte Fancy Chestnut
Swastika, Egg
Swastika Lump
CARS ON TRACK TODAY
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$11.00

FIEW STATE COAL CO.
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Gallup Lump Coal
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Suits, Cleaned and Pressed .SI
Hats, Cleaned nnd Blocked. $1
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THE IMPERIAL
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NATIONAL DRY
CLEANING CO.

FOR SALE

Small candy store, located In
residential district. Little money
will handle. Low rent. Owner
left town and must sell.
Address "V," enre Journal.
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Is Our Last Bay

Get Your Wants Now or Pay More Later
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5 pound package
Old English Wax,
1 pound can
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